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Wear a lost and 
bewildered look. 
Don't study your 
maps before you 
go. Wait till you're 
lost and in the 
middle of a busy 
street. 
Take lots of cash 
and stuff it in your 
pocket-along with 
all your credit 
cards. 
Carry your plane 
tickets and pass­
port in full view of 
passers-by. 
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di Medicare: The Big Picture e(? As a Medicare contractor and intermediary, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida serves more than two million beneficiaries and processes more than 45 million claims annually. This month, we'll take an in-depth look at the Medicare program, the people it affects, and what it means for BCBSF. 
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On The Cover: Lance Blue is the cartoon spokes­
person for the Market Research Department's new 
Competitor Intelligence Program. His job is to enlist 
the support and assistance of BCBSF employees 
around the state to provide information about our 
competitors. 
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Flunking 
The Stress 
Test 
By Rejeanne Davis Ashley 
0 ne of my co-workers attended a stress management class and brought me a booklet listing the physical and emotional signs of job stress, some of which are fatigue, tension headaches, irritability, hostil­ity, cold hands and feet, sweaty palms and abuse of substances. The good news is that I don't have sweaty palms, and I don't abuse any substances. (Addiction to Skittles is, fortunately, not a sign of job stress.) The bad news is that I exhibit all the other signs of job stress. This depresses me. What's worse, though, is that everyone around me is also a walk­ing, talking bundle of job stress indi­cators. This fact makes it difficult to follow the booklet's advice about re­ducing stress. It says "discuss any problems with your boss or co­workers -- there may be ways to solve them." 
Hah. Approaching your boss and co­workers in an attempt to reduce your level of stress is an act of bravery tantamount to driving the Los Ange­les freeway in broad daylight or or­dering quiche at a truck stop. 
PosTSCRIPT 
Everyone's just too busy to reduce stress. If we could in­crease time, we could reduce stress. A simple solution. Glad I thought of it. The booklet offers other useful advice. For example, it rec­ommends that you "adjust to your work environment by wearing proper clothing or equipment, and by following safety procedures." Normally, I'd agree with this, but after dealing with recent work demands, I've decided there is no clothing that is both safe and pro­fessionally appropriate in our cor­porate environment. I think the Banana Republic line of outer­wear comes closest, but can you the looks 
you'd get --dressed in computer­colored camouflage jacket and hip-high boots -- when you stepped into the elevator? The upside of clothing like this is that there would be no need to revisit the issue of elevator etiquette. People would scatter. .. Speaking of which, the booklet also recommends exer­cise as a means of taming stress. "Pick an activity you enjoy, such as running, swimming or tennis, and stick with it." 
Well, I don't know about you but the activities I enjoy have nothing to do with running, swim­ming or tennis. In this heat? Forg it. I work up a sweat just getting dressed in the morning. (Are pantyhose listed as a source of stress? I checked the booklet. They're not, but they should be.) The causes of job stress include your work environment, your job's demands, your expect tions and the people around you. I'd say that's a pretty comprehen sive list. Is it 5:30 yet? I need to go home. Hmmm. There are a few loa of laundry. I forgot to wash the dishes. The cat needs to go to the vet. The house could stand a ne� paint job ... Maybe I'll just go to lunch. Apparently, stress is like ch lesterol -- there is good stre and bad stress. But does goc stress taste bad, like oat bran and tofu, and does bad stress ta� good, like lobster and chocolate? Thinking about this is giving 1 a headache. I need Skittles. I used to worry about eating them, but then I realized they're fortified with Vitamin C. Maintai1 ing adequate levels of Vitamin C an important part of maintaining well-balanced diet, which is an important factor in dealing with stress. It's true. It's in the booklet.1 
<::: 
ARA Dining News 
I 1:\/J e'd like to introduce you to 
V}!/ the ARA Dining Services staff members. Tammie Burnsed, Corporate Liaison for BCBSF and ARA, has conducted two-way commu­nications meetings with the ARA Dining Services staff to provide orientation on B CBSF (who we are and what we do); our definition of "Supe­rior Customer Service," and our expectations of service from ARA. The Dining Service Im­provement Team members are working to make ARA staff a part of the BCBSF family to ensure quality and service to our employees and customers. 
At Freedom Commerce Centre (seated, front row, L-R): Linda Mu"ay, Catering Director; Rich Simpson, Assistant Food Services Director; 
Andrea Russo, Food Service Director; Shirley Franklin, Unit Clerk. Standing, L-R: Carolyn Wilcox, Cashier; Johnnie Thomas, Grill; 
Damon Runyon, Vending; Dwayne Wooden, Utility; Faye Green, Cashier/Beverages; George Madison, Deli; Karen Isaacs, Cashier; 
Anthony Jones, Utility; Marvette Franklin, FC2 Cart; Gwen McKay, FC2 Cart; Glenda Rivera, Baker; Valdez Hall, Second Cook; Sheila 
Williams, Catering; Emmit Smith, Head Utility; Deborah Madison, Salads; Olivia Moxon, Line Server. 
At the Riverside Home Office Complex -- Kneeling, L-R: Jackie Deas, Assistant Cater­ing Director; Michael Stevens, Utility; Marie Hall, Second Cook; John Jackson, Catering; Helen Jenkins, Deli; JoAnna Solomon, Line Server; Josephine Rush, Head Cashier. Standing: Karen Morrill, Assistant Food Service director; Glenn Whit­
ten, Food Service Director; Sheryl Thomas, Food Service Supervisor; Wendy 
Phillips, Unit Clerk; Brenda Johnson, Dining Room Attendant; Karon Hills, Utility; 
Tommy Brown, Grill; Ben McNeely, Baker; Melanie Chalker, Cashier; Derwin 
Simmons, Beverage; Maria Famularo, Salad/Deli; Andre Dunbar, Salad Prep and Grill; Martha Snowden, Line Server; Lawrence Cash, Utility; Casandra Wishop, Cashier; Helen V. Lane, Head Cook. 
FROM THE ToP 
Committed To Medicare 
By Patricia A. Williams, 
Vice President of Medicare A and 
Chairman of the Government Programs Market Segment Team 
I] n 1966, the federal government introduced Medi­care to enhance health care for people age 65 and over and, later, to provide coverage for certain dis­abled people. Since Medicare began twenty­five years ago, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida has been involved with the program -­serving as an intermediary for Medicare Part A and as a carrier for Medicare Part B. The Medicare program has experienced tremendous change over the years in size, scope and complexity. As the Medicare pro­gram has changed, our Govern­ment Programs area has changed with it. Our commitment to the program also has changed. While 
Almost 2,000 BCBSF em­ployees work with the Medicare program, performing a variety of ctJ.allenging jobs -- processing claims and answering customer questions, interacting with doctors and hospitals, implementing and reforming Medicare payment policies, and analyzing Medicare payment data. Increasingly, Government Programs employees find them­selves responsible for more decision-making, more complete understanding of complex issues, and more efficiency in performing their jobs. Because the funding for the Medicare program is now more limited, it seems we must "do more with less." This reality calls for special levels of dedication and commit-we remain dedicated to serving the ment from our employees and for 
As we move into the future, BCBSF will continue to work closely with the Health Care Financ­ing Administration. which regulates the Medicare program for the gov­ernment, to offer suggestions that may enhance and strengthen the program. Because of our many years of experience with administering Medicare, we are uniquely posi­tioned to influence the program, helping to ensure that it will continue to provide health care coverage to those who need it.■ government and the public through the company as a whole. our participation in the Medicare program, we also are mindful of the fact that issues such as national health insurance may lead to shifts in the role we play. For a variety of reasons, we must be prepared to adapt to future changes. Today, as a Medicare carrier and intermediary, BCBSF serves more than 2.3 million beneficiaries. Last year, we processed more than 42 million Part B claims and 3 .5 million Part A claims -- and the numbers are growing. We are now the largest single-state contractor in the Medicare Part B program. 
Editor's Note: To help you better understand the significance of the Medicare program -- to each of us -- as well as our role as one of its administrators, we will be presenting a series of articles in the next few issues of Profile. We will talk to employees in Government Programs who have lived through the changes. We'll look at some of the challenges involved in administering a pro­gram for the federal government, as well as some of the benefits. And we'll highlight the history of the program and make some pre­dictions for its future. We think this information will be useful and enlightening. Tell us what you think by responding to the reader survey cards you'll find in each issue. 
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The company has grown to become the 
largest, single-state contractor in the Medicare Part B pro­
gram. Last year alone, we administered more than $5 
billion in health care benefit payments on behalf of the 
Medicare program. 
Numbers like these point to the significance of the pro­
gram for our entire company. To help you understand 
more about Medicare and the role we play in this national 
program, we will be presenting a series of informative 
articles in the next few issues of Profile. We'll begin with 
an overview of Medicare -- who's involved, what their role 
is, and how they affect the program. 
Gary L. Gonyea, Sr Systems Analyst, FC2 ... Deborah M. 
Jackson, Mgr Project/Contract Comp, GIL ... Helen A. Jenkins, Claims Service Rep N, FCl... 
Janet E. Miller, Customer Service Rep B, GIL ... Maureen L. Moore, Supv Claims & Cust Service, FC2 .. . 
Silvia Sorondo, Auditor IV, MJP .. . 
Thomas W. Stanley, Jr., Vice President Legal Affairs, HOC ... 
Todd 0. Torgersen, Marketing Director I, PEN ... Magdalena B. 
Villanueva, Claims Examiner B, 
HOC ... Patricia W. Washington, Customer Service Rep B, FC2 ... Ralph H. Whitmore, Account Executive, PEN 
15 years 
Stanka Beljic, Claims Service Rep IV, FC2 ... W. Travis Bullard, Mgr Communications Medicare B, HOC ... Diane Carrigg, Operation Analyst II, HOC ... Geraldine 
Herring, Control Clerk C, FC2 ... 
Robert L. Lacy, Print Shop Opera­tor A, HOC ... Brenda E. Lee, Claims Examiner B, JMA ... 
Andrew J. Lockerman m, Claims Examiner B, HOC ... Jose C. 
Rutaquio, Jr., Quality Anlst QC & Analy PBO, FCl... Janice Self, Executive Secretary A, FC2 ... 
Shirley A. Troutman, Secretary B, 
FC2 ... Clara M. Williams, Corre­spondence Rep A, FC2 ... Sarah J. 
Williams, Data Entry Operator, HOC ... Mary A. Zingaro, Opera­tion Analyst II, HOC 
20 years 
Patricia B. Cash, Customer Service Rep C, HOC ... Barbara J. 
DeHaan, Field Group Specialist, TAM ... Mary E. Smith, Coding Clerk, GIL 
25 years 
Joyce L. Bowman, Manager Special Inquiries, HOC...Lillian J. 
Collins, Systems Analyst II, HOC 
30 years 
Patricia A. Trock, Section Leader V,HOC 
New 
Employees 
We welcome the following new 
employees -- hired through May 
15 and noted by their job title and 
location -- to Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Florida: 
Alberta L. Adkison, Claims Examiner B, MIA. .. Shirley J. 
Altman, Image Entry Operator, 
HOC ... Katherine A. Baker, Image Entry Operator, HOC ... James E. 
Bolinger, Safety & Security trainee, HOC ... Mary A. Brown, Claims Examiner B, HOC ... James 
W. Clark, Clerk B, HOC ... Denise 
S. Clements, Word Processing Operator, Medicare B, HOC ... 
Joseph T. Cothern Jr., Clerk B, HOC ... Brenda J. Dennie, Image Entry Operator, HOC ... Thomasena 
Y. Denson, Customer Service Rep B, FCl... Sharon Dorsey, Recep­tionist, HOC ... Vanessa R. Foster, 
... Susan M. Gladora, Medical Analyst RN, HOC ... James F. 
Graham, Customer Service Rep B, FCl... Cynthia C. Griner, Image Entry Operator, HOC ... Chantal J. 
Harrington, Assistant Counsel, HOC ... Marjorie K. Harris, Data Entry Operator, FC2, Susan E. 
Henson, Field Service Representa­tive, GNV ... Hollie M. Hicks, Secretary A, HOC ... 
Matthew R. Huffman, Safety & Security trainee, HOC ... 
Audrey Buie Hurdle, Claims Examiner B, HOC ... Lascelles 
James, Customer Service Rep B, FCl... Darleen A. Johnson, Clerl B, HOC... Gary M. Johnson, Control Clerk A, HOC ... Anton M, 
Kronenburg, Risk Management Analyst, HOC ... Donna C. 
Lawson, Claims Examiner B, HOC .. 
Sandra A. Lowder, File Clerk, FC2 ... Patrick M. Mahone, Contrc Clerk A, HOC ... Mary L. Martin, Control Clerk A, HOC ... Tonya R. 
Mobley, Research Clerk A, FC2 ... 
Sandra M. Mullis, Clerk B, HOC .. 
Linda M. Munoz-Rodriquez, Certification Nurse HOSF, MIA ... 
Daphne L. Neill, Customer Service Rep B, HOC ... Melissa R. 
O'Connor, Claims Service Rep Trainee, FC2... Kathleen J. 
0 'Hare, Claims Service Rep II, FC2... Linnette R. Pflepsen, Mail Evaluator, HOC, Patricia J. 
Plummer, Secretary A, FC 1... 
Minnie W. Ramos, Control Clerk A, SWD ... Corinne M. Robinson, Claims Service Rep Trainee, FC 1... 
Maria G. Rodriguez, Clerk C, HOC... Bonnie S. Ruise, Image Entry Operator, HOC ... Wayne R. 
Runnels, Medical Analyst RN, HOC... Deborah H. Rustmann, Medical Review Analyst RN, FCl... 
Michael L. Smith, Technical Analyst II, HOC ... Helen D. 
Taylor, Customer Service Rep B, FCl ... David L. Teitelman, HOC .. 
Cynthia A. Thelen, Methods Analyst Senior, FCl ... Allison S. 
Vines, ... Alan D. Voss, Statistical Research Analyst, GIL ... John R. 
Warner, Safety & Security Trainee, HOC ... Jennifer J. Watkins, Clerk B, HOC... Lucy A. Wing, Micrographics Product Clerk, HOC ... James D. Young, Clerk B, HOC 
FOR YOUR BENEFIT 
Questions About Health Insurance 
By Sandra Harrison 
r of you have visited the Employee Benefits department with ques­
about health insurance. The questions most often asked are: 
� can I change my health insurance options? 
can only change the type of health insurance you want during the 
�l Open Enrollment, which occurs in the fourth quarter for a January 
�live date. 
11 can I change the type of coverage I have? 
larily, you would only be able to change from a single to family or 
y to single during the Open Enrollment period during the fourth 
er. However, if you have experienced a qualified life change event 
nized by the Internal Revenue Service, you may be able to change 
'age during the plan year to add or delete covered dependents. 
t is a qualified life change event? 
fied life changes include: • marriage • divorce • birth/adoption • 
• disability • children no longer eligible • change in spouse's job • 
nation of employment. 
>f course, the request to change coverage must be consistent with the 
hange event. For example, if you have a baby, you could increase 
·age, but you can't reduce coverage. 
soon after a qualified life change event must I request the 
ge? 
)St cases , you must request a change in coverage within 30 days after 
vent. For newborns, some special rules apply. Employees with single 
age under Preferred Patient Care who are expecting a baby must 
re to family coverage thirty to si.xty days prior to the baby's birth. 
1one changing from single to family coverage (including those who 
PPC and those who already have family coverage) must complete a 
change request form within thirty days of the birth date to add the 
om to the policy. 
t documentation is required? 
larriage, divorce, birth, adoption or death, the appropriate certificate 
cree is required. For other types of qualified life change events, we 
st that you contact the Employee Benefits Department. 
more information, please contact Compensation and Benefits at 
791-6923 at the Riverside Home Office Complex or (904) 363-
at Freedom Commerce Centre. 
lN THE SPOTLIGHT 
Service 
Anniversaries 
The following individuals, with 
their job title and location noted, 
celebrated anniversaries in June: 
5 years 
Teri L. Allen, Corres Representa­
tive B, HOC ... Gregory J. 
Apthorp, Corres Representative B, 
HOC . . .  Lavonda M. Austin, Claims 
Examiner B, HOC .. .  Khesahn L. 
Barker, Customer Service Rep B, 
HOC . . .  Carol L. Benton, Corres 
Representative B, SWD . . .  James W. 
Brown, Claims Examiner A, 
HOC . . .  Robert E. Carson, Corres 
Representative B, HOC ... Katrina 
P. Clayton, Corres Representative 
B, HOC ... L. Roger Crews, 
Manager Sales, FIL ... Patricia G. 
Effier Dearing, Corres Representa­
tive B, HOC ... Rita Herbert, Med 
Service Representative HMO, 
MIA .. . Robert K. James, Senior 
Operations Analyst, RIV . . . Amelia 
A. Jaskinski, Customer Service 
Rep B, FC2 .. . Mary M. Johnson, 
Corres Representative B, 
HOC ... Karla L. Kelsey, Claims 
Service Rep II, FCl . ..Robin J. 
King, Sect Leader Tech Spec, 
HOC. .. Carol D. Levy, Claims 
Examiner B, HOC .. . Barbara A. 
Marshall, Claims Service Rep III, 
FCl . . .Joan B. Moses, Individual 
Benefit Coordinator, JXM 
10 years 
Mark E. Blews, Manager Major 
Accounts Public, FIL ... Elaine A. 
Buettner, Customer Service Rep B, 
T AM ... Eleanor E. Collins, 
Medical Underwriting Examiner, 
FC2 . . .  
/41 s a Government Programs 
j=iJ contractor, we serve several 
customers -- customers with dif­
ferent and often conflicting 
needs and with varying degrees 
of influence. 
We've classified our custom­
ers into four basic groups: 
• The buyer (the Federal Govern­
ment) ; 
• The users (beneficiaries, 
providers) ;  
• The change agents (advocate 
groups, associations and the 
media); 
• Other plans and contractors. 
1. THE BUYER 
The Federal Government is the 
major buyer. There are three key 
players in the government that 
affect the program -- the Health 
Care Financing Association 
(HCFA), Congress and other 
government agencies. 
Let's look at the role each 
one plays. 
Health Care 
Financing Administration 
HCFA is an agency of the 
Department of Health and 
Human Services. HCFA estab­
lishes operating policies and 
procedures, determines funding 
levels, establishes contractor 
performance and price expecta­
tions, and selects those organiza­
tions that it thinks will effec­
tively and efficiently serve the 
Medicare program. 
Who's in charge 
Gail Wilensky, Ph.D, is the 
administrator of HCFA. Her goal 
is to improve the regulatory 
process that affects payments 
and procedures. She also co-
chairs a task force that is study­
ing skyrocketing health care 
costs and the problems of the 
uninsured. 
HCF A's changing role 
HCFA now sees itself as 
having the expertise, technology 
and management ability to 
operate Medicare without 
depending on contractors to the 
same degree it once did. 
HCFA makes demands on 
contractors, knowing it has alter­
natives if they don't deliver. 
HCFA will continue to exert 
pressure on contractors to do 
more for less money. 
HCFA 's expectations 
HCF A measures a contrac­
tor's performance through the 
Contractor Performance Evalu­
ation Program (CPEP). Contrac-
tors are rated on their quality, 
timeliness and price, and then are 
ranked according to their overall 
performance. If their performance 
falls below HCFA standard levels 
over a two-year period, they risk 
losing the Medicare contract. 
HCF A standards are quite 
specific. Overall ,  it expects : 
• Strong CPEP performance; 
• Low administrative cost; 
• Participation in regional proc­
es sing; 
• A proactive approach to pro­
gram enhancements ; 
• Flexible, timely response to 
changes, including: clear commu­
nication with providers and 
beneficiaries; implementation of 
the new Physician Payment 
Reform initiative (more about 
this later); and coordinated care. 
Medicare Basics 
What is Med icare? 
Medicare is a Federal health insurance program for people age 
65 and over .  It also provides health insurance coverage for 
certai n d isabled people. It is run by the Health Care Financing 
Adm in istration of the Un ited States Department of Health and 
Human Services. There are two parts to the program , Medicare 
A and B. 
What's the d ifference between Med icare A and Med icare B ?  
Medicare A i s  hospital i nsurance, or  what w e  call provider 
insurance . It helps pay for inpatient hospital care , some inpa­
tient care in a ski l led nursing faci l ity, home health care and 
hospice care . 
Medicare B pays for the doctor's services, for outpatient 
hospital services, durable med ical equipment and other med ical 
services and suppl ies that aren't covered by Medicare A .  
What role does Blue Cross and B lue Shield of Florida play 
in the Med icare program? 
We admin ister the program and process al l  the claims for 
Med icare beneficiaries in the state of Florida; we've done th is 
since the program began in  1 966. 
� 
(§) 
Med icare :  The B ig P icture 
Congress Congress is responsible for shaping Medicare policy and program design, and for develop­ing and approving program costs and contractor funding levels. The Congressional branch can enact or repeal laws that affect all the players in the Medicare program, including HCF A, contractors, providers and bene­ficiaries. 
Behind the scenes In Florida, the elderly are a strong constituency, so Medicare issues are of particular interest to the Florida delegation. The federal deficit and the spiraling costs of health care have 
led to increased scrutiny of the Medicare program. Congress is becoming more involved in the ad­ministrative aspects of the program as it looks for ways to cut costs without sacrificing quality or access to care. 
A new role for BCBSF Increasingly, Congress looks to the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association and to other contractors for recommendations about the program. BCBSF sees a real opportu­nity to influence the direction of Medicare. One way we take advantage of this opportunity is by establishing and maintaining strong, supportive relationships 
Medicare Leg islat ion 
(Listed chronolog ical ly) 
• OBRA 80 -- Omnibus Budget Reconci l iation Act of 1 980, 
enacted December 5 ,  1 980.  
• TEFRA - - Tax Equ ity and Fiscal Responsibi l i ty Act of  1 982, 
enacted September 3 ,  1 982. 
• DEFRA -- Deficit Reduction Act of 1 984, enacted July 1 8 , 
1 984 . 
• COBRA -- Consol idated Om nibus Reconcil iati on Act of 1 986, 
enacted October 2 1 , 1 986.  
• OBRA 87 - - Om n ibus Reconci l iation Act of  1 987, enacted 
December 2 1 , 1 987. 
• MCCA -- Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act of 1 988, 
enacted Ju ly 1 ,  1 988. Repealed December 1 3 , 1 989. 
• OBRA 89 -- Om n ibus Reconci l iation Act of 1 989, enacted 
December, 1 989. 
• OBRA 90 -- Omn ibus Budget Reconci l iation Act of 1 990, 
enacted November  3 ,  1 990.  
Source : Medicine & Health, "Perspectives, "  August, 1 990. 
with the Congressional delegation. Because they play a key role in determining a contractor's success, we try to communicate regularly and effectively with them. 
Congress's expectations What Congress expects from its contractors is: • Satisfied beneficiaries; • Satisfied providers, including hospitals, physicians and suppliers; • A cost-efficient program; • Effective relationships with Congressional offices; • Proposed solutions to health care problems. 
Other Government Entities There are other government entities whose actions may place demands on Medicare contractors. While we don't maintain an ongoing relationship with these entities, they may influence our other customers, and we do occasionally have interaction with them. They are the Office of Inspector General (OIG), the Office of Management and Budget (0MB) and the General Accounting Office (GAO). 
Office of Inspector General The OIG oversees the Health Care Financing Administration, which runs the Medicare program. The OIG also has increased its investigation of Medicare fraud and abuse. It monitors hospitals and physicians who are suspected of fraudulent and abusive practices. 
A Good 
Example 
By Laura Castro 
More employees are "caught 
doing something right." 
c;?wenty-two employees 
LJ "caught doing something right" were recognized for their outstand­ing customer service at a luncheon held in their honor. The guest speaker was Tom 
Dunn, vice president of National/ Corporate Operations. He inspired the group by sharing his feelings toward and commitment to cus­tomer service. Tom congratulated the award winners and reminded all of those who attended that commit­ment and sometimes sacrifice are essential elements in delivering superior customer service. 
Susan Porter of Organiza­tional Training and Development was mistress of ceremonies. She shared several quotations from famous individuals who set good examples. Among them were the words of Benjamin Franklin, who said, "A good example is the best sermon." Porter thanked the award winners for setting such good examples for the organization by their performances. Additional highlights from the luncheon included the unveiling of the new service awards banner to honor all awards winners. 
Laura Castro, Tammy Yale and Mary Willey coordinated the luncheon. ■ 
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Button award wi,. (seated, L-R): '.1 
Nancy Johnson 
Peacock, Maza 
Linda Wilcher. ( 
Cheryl lsza.rd, 
Janet Jackson, 
Campbell, Pam 
Shirley Wilkim 
Samuels, Pat 1 
Janet Morris, 
Mark Poleski, 
McCormick, Dl 
Clay Mizell, R 
Bob Graham 
Visits BCBSF 
by Virginia Crawford 
� enator Bob Graham recently 
i9/ came to Jacksonville to meet with the Young Friends of Bob Graham -- a group formed to rec­ognize a generation of younger community leaders in Florida. The meeting, which was co­ordinated by Mark McGowan, 
Above: Senator Bob Graham (left) talks with two friends. Right: Young Friends of Bob Graham listen to the senator's address. 
BCBSF associate counsel, and held at BCBSF's Riverside Home Office Complex, was designed to identify and disct key issues in the community, state, nation and world. McGowan and J efT Wolli Government Relations repres( tative, greeted the senator on behalf of the company. ■ 
3) After reading this issue, do you better understand: 
4) 
a. Medicare? YES D 
b. our role in Medicare? 
YES□ 
NO D 
NOD 
SOMEWHAT□ 
SOMEWHAT□ 
c. why we want to remain a Medicare contractor? 
YES□ NOD SOMEWHAT□ 
d. our business goals related to Medicare? 
YES□ NO D SOMEWHAT□ 
What other aspects of Medicare would you like to know about? 
Please return through interoffice mail to: Profile, RHOC, 3C 
Want To Voice Your Opinion? 
We'll Listen .. . 
• • •because we care about your opinion. Let us know 
how you feel about the Medicare features in this issue. Tell us what you would like to read about in future articles. 
To let us know, just answer the questions on the third and fourth pages of this insert, and return it to the address indicated on the back. 
Reader Survey Card 
Name (optional): _____________ Extension (optional): ____ _ 
Division:. _______________ _ Position: ____________ _ 
1) This issue featured Medicare; what kind of information would you like 
to see included in future issues? 
2) Was there any Medicare information you did not understand? 
YES □ NO
D 
If so, what? ________________________ _ 
IN THE SPOTLIGHT 
Shining 
Spirit 
By Marni Berger, 
Public Relations Intern 
� am Stubbs takes her community involvement seriously. Very seriously. For the past four years, Stubbs has >rdinated BCBSFs participation in the annual March of Dimes Walk­America walk­athons. Away from work, she volun­teers for the Girl Scouts, the Easter Seals and the Duval County Public School System. She's also an American Red JSS volunteer, teaching water safety, lOeing, cardiopulmonary resuscitation I first aid. Helping others is very important to bbs, which may explain her job at te Cross and Blue Shield -- she's a :tomer service representative for liar Market Operations Inquiries. Stubbs thinks it's vital for indi­uals and companies to get involved the community. She's especially ased that BCBSF is a corporate 1nsor of the March of Dimes, which ps raise money to fight birth defects. 1e children are our future, so we have 1elp them now as much as we can," 'S Stubbs. ■ 
Walkathon A wards Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida was recog­nized by the March of Dimes for participating in their 1991 W alkAmerica walkathons, held around the state in March and April. The company won several awards, including a corporate sponsor award; one for Best Campaign Por­trayal in the T-shirt contest (for a shirt Pam Stubbs de­signed); a silver award for outstanding contribution; and a first place award for the most participation from employ­ees. Additionally, Nithya Desikan, daughter of BCBSF employee Chandra Desikan, was recognized by the March of Dimes for raising the most money in the 18 years or younger category. 
Just Rewards 
By Virginia Crawford 
� dna Kulbe and Marie 
(S Smith have worked a total of 55 years for BCBSF. For their dedication, they finally received their much deserved reward -- retirement! Kulbe, who worked 16 years in Purchasing and 19 years in Finance, is thought of as "a fixed asset that does not depreciate," said Carol 
Bescript, Accounts Payable supervisor. "We're really going to miss her." 
L-R: Debbie Martin; retiree Marie 
Smith ; Rosalind Sandell, and Ken 
Thurston, director of Corporate 
Accounting. 
Smith, a benefits adminis­trator, retired after 20 years with the company, "Marie is a very caring person, and it was reflected in her work," said 
Rosalind Sandell, Payroll supervisor. "She took her work personally and would al ways go the extra mile for BCBSF. "■ 
Edna Kulbe (seated), with Carol 
Bescript and Debbie Martin , manager 
of Cash Receipts and Disbursements. 
Office of 
Management and Budget The 0MB is the Administra­tion's budgeting office. It has approval power over the level of department funding -- reflected in the President's budget that is submitted to Congress. 
General Accounting Office The GAO is the investigative arm of Congress. It helps Con­gress meet its oversight responsi­bilities. The GAO conducts onsite monitoring activities within federal agencies, and it conducts special studies at the request of individual members and committees of Congress and issues reports on its studies and investigations. 
2. The Users: 
Beneficiaries and 
Providers Beneficiaries and heal th care providers are customers who ultimately receive the benefits of the program in the form of payments for medical services. Their expectations, concerns and attitudes about Medicare are very important to those who ad­minister the Medicare program. 
Beneficiaries The beneficiary population served by Medicare continues to grow at dramatic levels -- in two dramatic ways: there are more of them, and their life expectancy is longer than ever before. In 1967, there were 19.5 million beneficiaries nationally. In 1990, there were more than 34 million. 
Med icare M i lestones 
Medicare has seen sign ificant changes since 1 965, i n  the form of laws passed either to expand benefits or rein  i n  costs . Some h igh l ights :  
• 1 965 : President Lyndon 8.  Johnson signs the Social 
Security Act Amendments of 1 965 , incl ud ing Medicare and Med icaid ,  i n  Independence, MO. Former President Harry Truman is at his side and gets the fi rst Medicare card . 
• 1 966 : Med icare program beg ins. Benefits start Ju ly '.1 .  
• 1 972 : Cost concerns spur enactment of the Social Security Act Amendments of 1 972 that incl ude l im its on hospital room and board payments ,  Professional Standards Review Organizations and a Medicare Economic Index. Congress adds the d isabled to Med icare's rol ls and creates the End-Stage Renal Disease program , providing automatic Med icare benefits for any American with kidney fai lure, and l im i ts the annual increase in  Medicare's Part B prem ium . 
• 1 982 : The Tax Equity & Fiscal Responsibi l ity Act of 
1 982 extends 1 972 l im its to anci l lary services , l ets Medicare s ign risk contracts with health maintenance organ izations and other competitive n:,edical plans, and replaces PRSOs with Peer Review Organizations. Med icare coverage of hospice care is added. 
• 1 983 : Congress replaces 1 972 l im its with a new prospec­tive pricing system based on d iagnosis re lated g roups (DRGs) ; system begins in October. 
• 1 988 : Benefits are expanded to cover catastroph ic care 
costs. Lawmakers add a host of add it ional benefits ,  including prescript ion drug coverage ,  add ing another $5 bi l l ion to annual Medicare tab. Benefic iaries wi l l  foot the bi l l .  
• 1 989 : An uproar over catastroph ic's cost leads to its 
repeal .  Later in the year, Congress enacts a new national fee schedu le for physicians based on a new relative value scale created by Harvard Un iversity. A new volume performance standard is added to curb overal l expenditure for physician care . 
Source : Medicine & Health, "Perspectives," August, 1 990. 
? 
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Med icare :  The B ig P ictu re 
The disabled population served by Medicare represents approximately 10 percent of the total population of Medicare bene­ficiaries. Florida has more than 2.3 million Medicare beneficiaries, or about 6. 7 percent of the total national beneficiary population. 
Beneficiaries are able to influ­ence the program through contact with the media, advocacy groups and their elected officials. In 1988, for example, when Congress passed legislation that added benefits to cover cat as trophic care, beneficiaries were quite vocal in their opposition. Their 
Medicare At 25 
Most Americans turn ing 65 today have a hard time  remembering 
America before Med icare . For those who have them, the memo­
ries are often painful -- of poor, old people without health insur­
ance reduced to search ing for free or d iscounted care , of m iddle­
i ncome retirees paying often exhorbitant prem iums to get health 
coverage and peace of m ind,  of widows left v i rtually penni less by 
the care of thei r term inal ly i l l  spouses; of even well-off seniors 
dependent on the wi l l ingness of former employers to continue 
the i r  i nsurance. 
On Ju ly 30, 1 965, President Lyndon B.  Johnson signed the 
Social Security Act Amendments of 1 965, starti ng an era of 
unprecedented improvement to the del ivery of health care to the 
elderly and almost un l im ited growth in U.S.  spending on -- and 
oversight of -- doctors and hospital care . With former President 
Harry S. Truman at his s ide ,  Johnson said , "No longer wi l l  older 
Americans be denied the heal i ng m i racle of modern med ici ne." In 
the past 25 years, U .S .  health care and elderly Americans' health 
and qual ity of l ife have changed dramatical ly. 
Medicare's goals, Johnson said , were simple: To erase 
economic barriers to care , to keep i l lness from destroying an 
elderly person's savings, and to ease the burden on fam i l ies im­
poverished by the cost of caring for an ag ing relative. 
Med icare has become part of the American social fabric, 
entwined with Social Security and Med icaid to shield the elderly. 
To a large extent, Johnson's goals have been met. Despite 
shortcom i ngs, most observers agree that Medicare has been an 
overwhelm ing success . Along the way, the program affected not 
only beneficiaries, but also providers and the government itself, 
which is now the nation's major health insurers and main pur­
chaser of health services. 
Source : Medicine & Health, "Perspectives,"  August, 1 990. 
efforts led to the repeal of the Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act a year later, in December, 1989. 
Who pays? Elderly Americans, regard­less of their incomes, now pay 25 percent of the program's costs; the rest is financed through general revenues. Households headed by an elderly person spent 12.5 percent of their after-tax income on health care in 1988, up from 7.8 percent in 1972-1973. 
What's up, Doc? There is good news for Medicare beneficiaries. As of September 1, 1990, doctors and medical equipment suppliers are required to submit all Medicare insurance forms for their Medi­care patients. (The American Medical As­sociation asked Congress to rescind the provision, but it had strong support from senior citizen's associations, and so remains in effect.) Now that physicians are required to file forms for their patients, we expect patient reimbursement to increase by about $ 100 million. Some elderly patients never submitted claims, possibly because the forms were too complex and hard to under­stand. Beneficiaries expect timely payment of their claims, but they also need help understanding the Medicare program. We are 
On The 
Ball 
By Kathy Harper, 
Public Relations Intern 
Charity basketball event 
is a winner for 
underpriveleged kids. 
(}(laving a good time and helping out a good cause can go hand in hand -- and hoop to hoop. Fourteen BCBSF employ­ees who are part of a company­sponsored basketball team recently participated in a charity basketball event sponsored by the 
Our victorious basketball team players -- (left photo, L-R): Regi1 
Rivers, Joseph Glover, Rick Sapp, Michael Sutton, San 
Sta.nsell. Below: (front, L-R): Darryl Smith, Mike Lewis, Di 
Brown, Adrian Washington. (Back row, L-R): Robert Owt 
game between former Jackson­ville University and University of Florida players. The BCBSF team won their two-hour game against Conti­nental Cablevision and helped raise $ 13,000 for charity. 
"This is our third year play in this event," says BCBSF employee Darryl Smith, Sen EDP Auditor. "It makes for a f weekend, and it's for a really g cause." ■ 
It's The Yankees, Y'al 
The Southern Region goes to 
bat for the community. 
Otis Smith Foundation. The event raised money for a drug education @aseball fans walked, drove, program for underpriveleged kids. (9/ swam and flew to Fort Lau-
The special game was oq ized by Shelly Spivack, Patt 
Pate, Jacquie Frink, Stuart 
Baumel, Fermin Gonzalez, 
Bobbie Huffman and Sandy 
Murgatroyd to raise awarern of various community and service organizations. The games were played at Jacksonville University, alma mater for Smith, who now plays for the Orlando Magic. "Smith set up this foundation to give something back to the commu­nity," said Andy Jacobs, execu­tive director of the foundation. Culminating the four-day event was an alumni basketball 
derdale's Yankee Stadium when the St. Lucie Mets came to town for an evening of baseball fun. BCBSF's Southern Region employees and 3,500 local residents enjoyed nine innings of the great American past time, complete with a rendition of the Star Spangled Banner, sung by BCBSF employee Diana Smith. 
J.J. Dorington, the March Dimes poster child, threw the traditional first pitch to get th game started. Although the S Lucie Mets earned 5 runs to Fort Lauderdale Yankees' 4, t final score was: fun for every one! ■ 
)exter Jackson 
Mr. 
rackson­
ville ! 
:y Virginia Crawford 
Dexter Jackson 
grows for the gold 
may want to get Dexter 
ckson's autograph now, he gets really busy. He's ing for the 1996 Olympics has his sights set on a gold 
:;kson, also known as Mr. nville, is a champion 1ilder. Although he has odybuilding for only a year rial£, he has won all three titians he entered. 
IN THE SPOTLIGHT 
"People tell me there's no way I could look the way I do this soon, but I'm 100 percent natural," said Jackson, a records retention clerk. "I have great genetics and have played sports all my life. I stay naturally lean year-round." In September, Jackson won the bantamweight and overall categories at the Jax Physique competition to capture the Mr. Jacksonville title. The win was unique -- ban­tamweight is the lightest class weight there is, and the title generally goes to heavier weight class competitors. His second win was also in the bantamweight class at the World Classic competition in Orlando. His most recent win was 
Top Notch 
Ci?he Safety and Security 
U department named Johnny 
Jones and Mark Mantarro officers of the quarter. Mantarro and Jones had their names engraved on plaques that will remain on display at the FCC and HOC Security offices, and they were each awarded with gift certificates and mantel clocks that had their names engraved on them. 
in April at the First Coast Champi­onship where he moved to the light­weight class title. • So, what's next for the champ? "I'm talcing a year off from competition just to train," said Jackson. "I've worked my way up from a level-one contest to qualify for Mr. Florida; I plan to enter that next year. "I'd also like to win national and U.S.A. championships, compete in the Olympics -­bodybuilding should be an official Olympics competition in 1996 -­and then tum pro," says Jackson. "It's really going to be a lot of hard work, but if I keep growing like I am, then I think I can make it in two to three years. I'm dedi­cated -- really dedicated." • 
(L-R) Mark Mantarro , Security 
officer for FCC, and Johnny 
Jones, senior Security officer for 
HOC, are congratulated by Bill 
Bland, manager of Safety and 
Security. 
Selection for the awards was based on performance and a helpful spirit with an empha­sis on customer service. Officers earned extra points if they offered improvement suggestions on current Safety and Security procedures.■ 
expected to respond to their needs by providing courteous service, by solving problems and by offering education on Medicare issues. 
Providers Hospitals, physicians and other Medicare service suppliers primarily are interested in reim­bursement for services they provide to Medicare beneficiar­ies. Because Medicare usually represents a sizeable portion of their total business, they're very concerned about timeliness, accuracy and consistency of payments. 
Significant change 
affects physicians The Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1989 (OBRA89) required that the physician reimbursement system based on actual, custom­ary and prevailing charges be sig­nificantly modified. A resource based relative value scale (RBR VS) would take its place, with a shift from expensive procedures performed by special­ists to evaluation and patient management services by inter­nists and family practitioners. A system of targets for future projections of spending, known as Medicare Volume Performance Standards, also was included. The third provision limits beneficiary out-of-pocket ex­penses. The RBRVS provision was designed to be budget neutral, with the savings to be achieved through the volume performance standards. 
The proposed physician payment reform takes effect January 1, 1992. It will cost Medicare contractors $35 million to implement the reform. 
A hot issue for all In the meantime, physician groups are furiously lobbying the White House, Congress and the Physician Payment Assessment Commission to make sure "re­form" doesn't mean more cuts to their levels of reimbursement. We expect this issue to be increasingly significant -- both to our government programs area and to our Private Business operations. 
The bottom line Basically, beneficiaries, pro­viders and suppliers expect the same kind of service our Private Business customers expect. They want good levels of service, timely and accurate payment of their claims, and clear, easy to understand explanations to their questions about Medicare. 
The challenge for Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida is to satisfy the various needs of those who are most affected by Medi­care -- the government itself, the health care providers, and the beneficiaries for whom the program is designed. ■ 
� 
HOW GOULD WE 
HAVE MISSED WHAT 
THE COMPITITION 
WAS DOING ? 
Lan ce  
B l ue 
I s  
C ount ing 
O n  
You . • • 
� ©  
�here's a new hero in our halls. His name is 
LJ Lance Blue, and he's the cartoon spokesperson 
for BCBSF's new Competitor Intelligence Pro­
gram. Lance and his associates were created by the 
Market Research department to help us remember 
what to do when we see or hear information about 
a competitor. 
BCBSF has more than 800 competitors around 
the state. Among the five regions, competitor 
issues can vary greatly. That's why it's so impor­
tant for all employees -- especially those in the 
regions -- to be aware of who the competition is  
and what they're doing. 
, , 
Shirley 
Dunton (left) 
and Barbara 
Johnson, 
were named 
employees of 
the quarter in 
the Human 
Resources 
division. 
On Target 
By Bev Ames 
" If you 're not serving the 
customers, you'd better be 
serving someone who is." 
--Karl Albrecht, 
Service America 
�he Human Resources U Division recognizes the need to continuously improve service to you -- the "internal" customers of BCBSF. That's why we introduced Target Quality, part of the Human Resources Improvement Program. Target Quality supports Human Resources' commitment to provide quality customer service through: 
T imely 
A ccurate 
R esponsive 
G oal-oriented 
E nthusiastic 
T eamwork. That's our part. Here's yours: Let Human Resources know when you 
receive quality Human Re­sources service. Do so by submitting a Target Quality nomination form, available from any Human Resources employee. By recognizing these employees, Human Resources can identify excellent service and also en­hance service to you. About 200 nominations have been sent in since the program 
began in September, 1990. S if you have any suggestions o comments on how to improve service, call Susan Porter, Target Quality communicatio coordinator, at 791-6832. 1990 fourth quarter winner Employee of the quarter: Shi1 
Dunton. Honor roll: Valeri 
Strickland-Smith, Pat FitzJ 
trick, Ellen Driscoll, Jean: 
Gilreath, Juanita Simmon 
Brenda Lightsey, Michae 
Legan, Barbara Johnson, A 
Harrison . 199 1 first quarter winners Employee of the quarter: 
Barbara Johnson. Honor rol 
Bev Ames, Christine Carner 
Carol Corn, Maxine Wood, 
Paulette Eisen, Jeanie 
Gilreath, Valerie Strickland 
Smith and Juanita Simmons 
MANAGER'S MEMO 
Dealing with five tough types When you assemble a group to solve a problem, you may have 1 to deal with five tough types. The types and how to handle then • The know-it-all. Don't respond, defer. Ask members of the group what they think. You '11 boost their confidence and boost team spirit. • The arguer. Keep calm. Ask questions to clarify the issue and defuse the argument. Don't focus on the personality. Focus on how to solve the problem. • The shy one. Ask simple, no-risk questions to involve the person in the discussion. • The grudge bearer. Before you start, make clear that you didn't call the group together to rehash old issues. • The talker. Avoid eye contact with this one. But if the person offers an opinion, don't comment. Instead, ask the group's reaction. Source: Adull and Continuing Education Today, cited in The 
Digest of Non-Pro/il Management, The Leadership Consortium. 
G o o d  
Results 
lewarded 
By Mark Bloom, MD., 
associate medical director, 
and Pat Hamilton, RN., 
Utilization manager 
;;,he Southern Region's 
Utilization Management staff 
:eived certificates of apprecia­
n from regional vice president 
�k Smith for achieving 
;eptional utilization results in 
90. 
Specific departments in 
tlization Management, which 
,ures that quality services are 
>vided in cost-effective ways, 
.lude pre.certification, dis­
rrge planning and case man­
�ment. 
FLORIDA Focus 
The management staff, 
recognized for outstanding 
performance, includes: 
We Select 
Elect 
By Virginia Crawford 
Carmen Arvelo, L.P.N., 
Precertification Supervisor; 
Kari Bennett, L.P.N., 
Discharge Planning 
Supervisor; Mark Bloom, 
MD., Associate Medical 
Director; Pat Hamilton, 
R.N. , Utilization Manager; 
Anita Wnrrick, B.S.N., 
Case Management Supervi­
sor. 
!:\/41ore than 750 employees 
/jvlJsubmitted name suggestions 
for BCBSF's new HMO product, 
but Maggie Smith, manager of 
Marketing Decision Support 
Systems, claimed the $ 100 prize. 
Her winning entry : Health 
Options Elect. 
The staff was recognized for 
several specific accomplish­
ments. They lowered by 3 
percent the commercial days per 
1000 subscribers. (A commercial 
day is the amount of time a sub­
scriber spends in the hospital. )  
Medicare days per thousand were 
reduced by 1 3 .2 percent. Length 
of stay dropped 2.5 percent in 
commercial and 6 percent in 
Medicare. 
The Referral Authorization 
Program was recognized for 
responding to 1 1 9,030 phone 
calls and for making 9 1 , 1 59 
referrals while maintaining an 
abandon rate of less than 5 
percent. 
The Case Management area 
ended the year with projected 
cost savings of $3.7 million. 
These results contributed to a 
record profit for the company's 
HMO business. ■ 
"This product, which is a 
combination of an HMO with a 
Traditional wraparound, will 
take us into the next generation 
of managed care," said Janet 
Stanko, product manager 
associate. 
Health Options Elect will be 
available statewide July 1 ,  199 1 .  
I t  allows participants to "mini­
mize costs by selecting a primary 
care physician and other provid­
ers with the BCBSF network, or 
they can visit any provider and 
still receive coverage," said 
Susan McKindles, monitoring 
and evaluation analyst. ■ 
Ernie Brodsky, vice president of 
Product Management, and Janet 
Stanko (right) present a check to 
Maggie Smith for naming BCBSF's 
new HMO product, Health Options 
Elect. 
THE QUESTION OF WNODUNNIT 
WAS ON EVE RYONE'S MIND. 
Market Research analyzes 
competitor information and dis­
tributes it to others in the com­
pany to help us all make smarter 
business decisions. They devel­
oped the Competitor Intelligence 
Program to remind employees to 
share public information about 
competitors. 
"Public" is the key 
word. 
Emmons 
You don't have to be in a sales 
or marketing position to partici­
pate. For example, a vendor might 
mention that a competitor has just 
installed a new computer system 
to improve their level of service. 
By reporting this information to 
Market Research, you can help 
Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Florida 
stay ahead 
of the 
Patzer, 
director of 
Marketing 
and Sales 
Informa­
tion Serv­
ices, says, 
THIS COMPETITOR 
INFORMATION IS  
EXACTLY WMAT 
compe­
tition. 
The 
more 
WE NEED. we know 
about our 
competi­
tors and their 
"We don't want 
employees spying 
or gossiping about other 
companies. There is plenty of 
useful information in the public 
domain that can help us. 
"We're looking for articles, 
ads , brochures and network direc­
tories," says Patzer. "Often, 
employees will be on a competi­
tor's mailing list and receive items 
at their home address. Also, our 
daily business interactions reveal 
facts about competitors that add 
one more piece to the puzzle. For­
warding items or even brief notes 
to a central point in Market 
Research allows us to put pieces 
together to see the bigger picture. 
That's why everyone in the 
company plays a vital role." 
abilities to meet the 
needs of the market, the better we 
can capitalize on our strengths. 
We want to provide to our cus­
tomers the service and products 
they need and expect. If 
we know what the 
competition is 
offering the 
customer, we 
can make 
better deci­
sions about all 
aspects of our 
business -- from cus-
tomer service to product 
design to claims processing. 
"We have had some important 
wins in the past year that were 
helped by good competitor infor­
mation," says Patzer. "Our bid for 
the FCHA (Florida Comprehen­
sive Health Association) contract 
earlier this year was one example 
of how knowing what the compe­
tition was up to helped improve 
our efforts. 
"We are tracking competitor 
rate information, risk rating, and 
marketing strategies on an 
ongoing basis to know just what 
we're up against," says Patzer. 
"But we need your help. "  
Competitor information is 
stored in the Market Research 
area. To make it easier for you to 
report information about a com­
petitor, Market Research has set 
up a Competitor Information Hot­
line -- 1 (904) 79 1 -68 1 8 . 
You can send printed materi­
als to Market Research through 
interoffice mail . (They're in the 
Gilmore Building 
on the 4th 
Floor.) 
Keep 
watch­
ing the 
bulletin 
boards 
for Lance 
and his friends, 
and remember -- what 
you don't know can hurt you. 
t] t] 
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Framed 
And 
Famous 
Partners In Quality Change 
puts outstanding employees 
up on the Wall of Fame 
@artners In Quality Change 
(j' (PIQC), an employee recognition program introduced in 1986, has been dusted off, polished up and revitalized. "PIQC, a complement to the Quality of Wark Life efforts that are under­way around the company, is back in full swing," says Karl Smith, director of Claims for the Federal Employee Program. Smith facilitates the PIQC work group, made up of fourteen Private Business Operations employees representing Local, Direct and National/Corporate Accounts. The work group members are Julia 
Beasley, Gloria Daily, Barbara 
Bruce, Peggy Farinas, Trisha 
Flannagan, Bonnie Flowers, 
Charlotte Gass, Clem Johnson, 
Lillie James, Valerie Jones, 
Debra Porubsky, Daron Staton, 
Debbie Wood and Jody Laval­
ley. One of the group's most well­known projects is the "Wall of Fame," a recognition program for non-exempt employees in Private Business Operations. Employees selected for the Wall of Fame must demonstrate excellent 
EMPLOYEES ONLY 
job performance and contrib­ute to overall Quality of Work Life efforts. "Folks who are chosen for the Wall of Fame feel proud of the fact that they are recog­nized by their peers and team leaders," says Daron Staton, a customer service representa­tive and adjustment analyst in PSI/Corporate. Although the program began as a way to recognize 
individuals, it now also is used to honor outstanding team perform­ance. "Team recognition is a growing trend," says Debra 
Porubsky, an entry examiner with the State Group. "We want the Wall of Fame program to meet the employees' needs. We're lis­tening to what employees want, and we're keeping the program flexible so it does what it should do -- make employees feel good about their contributions."• 
Mike Johnson, 
vice president of 
Human Re­
sources, received 
the award from 
Judge Morion 
Kesler. 
Smoke-Free 
Award 
4?he Duval County Coalition Against Tobacco 
U �amed BCBSF "Company of the Year" for being the largest Jacksonville employer to provide a totally smoke-free work environment for its em­ployees and visitors. The Coalition is made up of volunteers from the American Heart Association, the American Lung Association and the American Cancer Society. • 
l 
To Your 
Health 
By Virginia Crawford 
Our new wellness work 
group will help show em­
ployees how to lead a 
healthier lifestyle. 
@esearch shows that people � who are healthy -- in mind, body and spirit -- are more reliable, productive workers and also have a more positive attitude toward their jobs," says 
Earline S. McKinnie, HOC corporate nurse. With this in mind, a BCBSF wellness work group recently was organized to establish a pro­gram that will educate employ­ees on how to lead a healthy lifestyle, said McKinnie, chair­person for the wellness work group. 
O n  National Employee Health and Fitness Day, employees put on their walking shoes .. . 
Employee health concerns such as CPR training, prenatal education, smoking cessation, diet and nutrition education and healthy heart maintenance will be addressed. "Our long-range goal is to form a comprehensive wellness and fitness program that includes a full-service fitness facility with licensed staff," McKinnie said. Until then, there will be a variety of health and wellness activities scheduled for employ­ees. Contact McKinnie at 791-6438 for more information. • 
Above -- Wellness work group members (seated, L-R): 
Tammy C. McGriff, Earline McKinnie, Debbie 
Hagan, Reagan Soots. Standing, L-R: Bernie 
Osborn, Michael J. Miller, Mary Stevens, 
Brenda Short, Antoinette Pearson. Inset: Stand­ing: Jaretta Stone; seated: Debbie Bartoy. 
CAREER CORNI 
How to manage your t 
Too many otherwise talem employees fail to manage bosses. How to do it: • Make sure you understa not only the boss's goals, pressures, strengths and weaknesses, but also your own. • Test what you know abc the boss's problems and pressures and stay alert to priority changes. • Communicate your exp tations to the boss, find ou they're realistic and try to persuade the boss to accep those that matter most to ) • Determine what you do either impedes or eases working with your boss, anc change what you must to r work-style differences. • Don't waste your boss's with trivial issues. • Realize that for the gooc the organization and your 1 tionship, the boss needs to hear about failures as well successes. • Build a dependability ti record that will convince tl boss that he or she can tru� you to follow through on every task. 
Source: People: Managing 
Your Most Important Assei John J. Gabarro and John J Kotter, Harvard Business 
Review. 
Framed 
And 
Famous 
artners In  Quality Change 
uts outstanding employees 
up on the Wall of Fame 
"i) artners In Quality Change (PIQC), an employee recognition ogram introduced in 1986, has en dusted off, polished up and vitalized. 'IQC, a complement to the Quality Work Life efforts that are under -:1.y around the company, is back in 11 swing," says Karl Smith, rector of Claims for the Federal nployee Program. Smith facilitates the PIQC work oup, made up of fourteen Private 1siness Operations employees presenting Local, Direct and :1.tional/Corporate Accounts. The Jrk group members are Julia 
!asley, Gloria Daily, Barbara 
·uce, Peggy Farinas, Trisha 
annagan, Bonnie Flowers, 
h.arlotte Gass, Clem Johnson, 
Hie James, Valerie Jones, 
ebra Porubsky, Daron Staton, ebbie Wood and Jody Laval­
y.  One of  the group's most well­town projects is the "Wall of me," a recognition program for m-exempt employees in Private 1siness Operations. Employees selected for the Wall Fame must demonstrate excellent 
EMPLOYEES ONLY 
job performance and contrib­ute to overall Quality of Work Life efforts. "Folks who are chosen for the Wall of Fame feel proud of the fact that they are recog­nized by their peers and team leaders," says Daron Staton, a customer service representa­tive and adjustment analyst in PSI/Corporate. Although the program began as a way to recognize 
individuals, it now also is used to honor outstanding team perform­ance. "Team recognition is a growing trend," says Debra 
Porubsky, an entry examiner with the State Group. "We want the Wall of Fame program to meet the employees' needs. We're lis­tening to what employees want, and we're keeping the program flexible so it does what it should do -- make employees feel good about their contributions."• 
Mike Johnson, vice president of Human Re­sources, received the award from Judge Morton 
Kesler. 
Smoke-Free 
Award 
c::(fhe Duval County Coalition Against Tobacco 
U �amed BCBSF "Company of the Year" for being the largest Jacksonville employer to provide a totally smoke-free work environment for its em­ployees and visitors. The Coalition is made up of volunteers from the American Heart Association, the American Lung Association and the American Cancer Society. • 
' 
To Your 
Health 
By Virginia Crawford 
Our new wellness work 
group will help show em­
ployees how to lead a 
healthier lifestyle. 
@esearch shows that people � who are healthy -- in mind, body and spirit -- are more reliable, productive workers and also have a more positive attitude toward their jobs," says 
Earline S. McKinnie, HOC corporate nurse. With this in mind, a BCBSF wellness work group recently was organized to establish a pro­gram that will educate employ­ees on how to lead a healthy lifestyle, said McKinnie, chair­person for the wellness work group. 
On National Employee Health and Fitness Day, employees put on their walking shoes ... 
Employee health concerns such as CPR training, prenatal education, smoking cessation, diet and nutrition education and heal thy heart maintenance will be addressed. "Our long-range goal is to form a comprehensive wellness and fitness program that includes a full-service fitness facility with licensed staff," McKinnie said. Until then, there will be a variety of health and wellness activities scheduled for employ­ees. Contact McKinnie at 791-6438 for more information. • 
Above -- Wellness work group members (seated, L-R): 
Tammy C. McGriff, Earline McKinnie, Debbie 
Hagan, Reagan Soots. Standing, L-R: Bernie 
Osborn, Michael J. Miller, Mary Stevens, 
Brenda Short, Antoinette Pearson. Inset: Stand­ing: Jaretta Stone; seated: Debbie Bartoy. 
CAREER CORNER 
How to manage your boss 
Too many otherwise talented employees fail to manage their bosses. How to do it: • Make sure you understand not only the boss's goals, pressures, strengths and weaknesses, but also your own. • Test what you know about the boss's problems and pressures and stay alert to priority changes. • Communicate your expec­tations to the boss, find out if they're realistic and try to persuade the boss to accept those that matter most to you. • Determine what you do that either impedes or eases working with your boss, and change what you must to meet work-style differences. • Don't waste your boss's time with trivial issues. • Realize that for the good of the organization and your rela­tionship, the boss needs to hear about failures as well as successes. • Build a dependability track record that will convince the boss that he or she can trust you to follow through on every task. 
Source: People: Managing Your Most Important Asset, by John J. Gabarro and John P. Kotter, Harvard Business Review. 
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G ood  
Resu l ts 
Rewarded 
By Mark Bloom, MD., 
associate medical director, 
and Pat Hamilton, RN., 
Utilization manager 
c(?he Southern Region's 
lj Utilization Management s taff 
received certificates of apprecia­
tion from regional vice president 
Dick Smith for achieving 
exceptional utilization results in 
1 990. 
Specific departments in 
Utilization Management, which 
ensures that quality services are 
provided in cost-effective ways, 
include precertification, dis­
charge planning and case man­
agement. 
FLORIDA Focus 
The management staff, 
recognized for outstanding 
performance, includes: 
We Select 
Elect 
By Virginia Crawford 
Carmen Arvelo, L.P.N., 
Precertification Supervisor; 
Kari Bennett, L.P.N., 
Discharge Planning 
Supervisor; Mark Bloom, 
M.D., Associate Medical 
Director; Pat Hamilton ,  
RN., Utilization Manager; 
Anita Wllrrick, B.S.N., 
Case Management Supervi­
sor. 
r;\/4lore than 750 employees 
/j:/Usubmitted name suggestions 
for BCBSF's new HMO product, 
but Maggie Smith, manager of 
Marketing Decision Support 
Systems, claimed the $ 100 prize. 
Her winning entry : Heal th 
Options Elect. 
The staff was recognized for 
several specific accomplish­
ments. They lowered by 3 
percent the commercial days per 
1000 subscribers. (A commercial 
day is the amount of time a sub­
scriber spends in the hospital.) 
Medicare days per thousand were 
reduced by 1 3 .2 percent. Length 
of stay dropped 2.5 percent in 
commercial and 6 percent in 
Medicare. 
The Referral Authorization 
Program was recognized for 
responding to 1 19,030 phone 
calls and for making 9 1 , 1 59 
referrals while maintaining an 
abandon rate of less than 5 
percent. 
The Case Management area 
ended the year with projected 
cost savings of $3.7 million. 
These results contributed to a 
record profit for the company's 
HMO business. ■ 
"This product, which is a 
combination of an HMO with a 
Traditional wraparound, will 
take us into the next generation 
of managed care," said Janet 
Stanko, product manager 
associate. 
Health Options Elect will be 
available statewide July 1 ,  I 99 1 .  
It allows participants to "mini­
mize costs by selecting a primary 
care physician and other provid­
ers with the BCBSF network, or 
they can visit any provider and 
still receive coverage," said 
Susan McKindles, monitoring 
and evaluation analyst. ■ 
Ernie Brodsky, vice president of 
Product Management, and Janet 
Stanko (right) present a check to 
Maggie Smith for naming BCBSF's 
new HMO product, Health Options 
Elect. 
THE QUESTION OF WIIODUNNIT 
WAS ON EVE RYONE'S MIND. 
Market Research analyzes 
competitor information and dis­
tributes it to others in the com­
pany to help us all make smarter 
business decisions. They devel­
oped the Competitor Intelligence 
Program to remind employees to 
share public information about 
competitors. 
"Public" is the key 
word. 
Emmons 
You don't have to be in a sales 
or marketing position to partici­
pate. For example, a vendor might 
mention that a competitor has just 
installed a new computer system 
to improve their level of service. 
By reporting this information to 
Market Research, you can help 
Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Florida 
stay ahead 
of the 
Patzer, 
THIS COMPETITOR 
compe-
director of titian. 
Marketing INFORMATION I S  The 
and Sales EXACTLY WHAT more Informa- WE NEED. we tion Serv- know 
ices, says, 
"We don't want 
employees spying 
or gossiping about other 
companies. There is plenty of 
useful information in the public 
domain that can help us. 
"We're looking for articles, 
ads, brochures and network direc­
tories," says Patzer. "Often, 
employees will be on a competi­
tor's mailing list and receive items 
at their home address . Also, our 
daily business interactions reveal 
facts about competitors that add 
one more piece to the puzzle. For -
warding items or even brief notes 
to a central point in Market 
Research allows us to put pieces 
together to see the bigger picture. 
That's why everyone in the 
company plays a vital role. "  
about our 
competi­
tors and their 
abilities to meet the 
needs of the market, the better we 
can capitalize on our strengths. 
We want to provide to our cus­
tomers the service and products 
they need and expect. If 
we know what the 
competition is 
offering the 
customer, we 
can make 
better deci­
sions about all 
aspects of our 
business -- from cus­
tomer service to product 
design to claims processing. 
"We have had some imp 
wins in the past year that we 
helped by good competitor in 
mation," says Patzer. "Our bi, 
the FCHA (Florida Compreh 
sive Health Association) con 
earlier this year was one exai 
of how knowing what the cm 
titian was up to helped impro• 
our efforts. 
"We are tracking compet 
rate information, risk rating, a 
marketing strategies on an 
ongoing basis to know just wl 
we're up against," says Patze 
"But we need your help. "  
Competitor information ii 
stored in the Market Researc 
area. To make it easier for yo 
report information about a co 
petitor, Market Research has 
up a Competitor Information • 
line -- 1 (904) 79 1 -68 1 8. 
You can send printed ma1 
als to Market Research throu 
interoffice mail . (They're in tl 
Gilmore Bui 
on the 4t 
Floor.) 
Kee 
wat 
ing 
bull1 
boar 
for Larn 
and his friend 
and remember -- wh 
you don't know can hurt you. 
WHAT YOU DON9T KNOW 
CAN HURT YOU. 
HOW �OULD WE 
HAVE MISSED WHAT 
THE COMPETITION 
WAS DOING ? 
Lan ce  
B l ue  
I s  
)unt ing 
O n  
O U . • • 
4here's a new hero in our halls. His name is 
U Lance Blue, and he's the cartoon spokesperson 
for BCBSF's new Competitor Intelligence Pro­
gram. Lance and his associates were created by the 
Market Research department to help us remember 
what to do when we see or hear information about 
a competitor. 
BCBSF has more than 800 competitors around 
the state. Among the five regions, competitor 
issues can vary greatly. That's why it's so impor­
tant for all employees -- especially those in the 
regions -- to be aware of who the competition is 
and what they're doing. 
Shirley 
Dunton (left) and Barbara 
Johnson, were named employees of the quarter in the Human Resources division. 
On Target 
By Bev Ames 
" If you're not serving the 
customers, you'd better be 
serving someone who is." 
--Karl Albrecht, 
Service America 
4he Human Resources U Division recognizes the need to continuously improve service to you -- the "internal" customers of BCBSF. That's why we introduced Target Quality, part of the Human Resources Improvement Program. Target Quality supports Human Resources' commitment to provide quality customer service through: 
T imely 
A ccurate 
R esponsive 
G oal-oriented 
E nthusiastic 
T eamwork. That's our part. Here's yours: Let Human Resources know when you 
receive quality Human Re­sources service. Do so by submitting a Target Quality nomination form, available from any Human Resources employee. By recognizing these employees, Human Resources can identify excellent service and also en­hance service to you. About 200 nominations have been sent in since the program 
began in September, 1990. So, if you have any suggestions or comments on how to improve service, call Susan Porter, Target Quality communication coordinator, at 79 1-6832. I 990 fourth quarter winners Employee of the quarter: Shirley 
Dunton. Honor roll : Valerie 
Strickland-Smith, Pat Fitzpa­
trick, Ellen Driscoll, Jeanie 
Gilreath, Juanita Simmons, 
Brenda Lightsey, Michael 
Legan, Barbara Johnson, Alex 
Harrison. 1 991  first quarter winners Employee of the quarter: 
Barbara Johnson. Honor roll: 
Bev Ames, Christine Cameron, 
Carol Corn, Maxine Wood, 
Paulette Eisen, Jeanie 
Gilreath, Valerie Strickland­
Smith and Juanita Simmons. ■ 
MANAGER'S MEMO 
Dealing with five tough types When you assemble a group to solve a problem, you may have to deal with five tough types. The types and how to handle them: • The know-it-all. Don't respond, defer. Ask members of the group what they think. You'll boost their confidence and boost team spirit. • The arguer. Keep calm. Ask questions to clarify the issue and defuse the argument. Don't focus on the personality. Focus on how to solve the problem. • The shy one. Ask simple, no-risk questions to involve the person in the discussion. • The grudge bearer. Before you start, make clear that you didn't call the group together to rehash old issues. • The talker. Avoid eye contact with this one. But if the person offers an opinion, don't comment. Instead, ask the group's reaction. Source: Adult and Continuing Education Today, cited in The 
Digest of Non-Profit Management, The Leadership Consortium. 
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D exter Jackson 
Mr. 
Jackson­
vi l l e ! 
By Virginia Crawford 
Dexter Jackson 
grows for the gold 
\\Jou may want to get Dexter 
)/ Jackson's autograph now, 
before he gets really busy. He's 
preparing for the 1996 Olympics 
and he has his sights set on a gold 
medal. 
Jackson, also known as Mr. 
Jacksonville, is a champion 
bodybuilder. Although he has 
been bodybuilding for only a year 
and a half, he has won all three 
competitions he entered. 
IN THE SPOTLIGHT 
"People tell me there's no way 
I could look the way I do this soon, 
but I'm 100 percent natural," said 
Jackson, a records retention clerk. 
"I have great genetics and have 
played sports all my life. I stay 
naturally lean year-round." 
In September, Jackson won 
the bantamweight and overall 
categories at the Jax Physique 
competition to capture the Mr. 
Jacksonville title. 
The win was unique -- ban­
tamweight is the lightest class 
weight there is, and the title 
generally goes to heavier weight 
class competitors. 
His second win was also in 
the bantamweight class at the 
World Classic competition in 
Orlando. His most recent win was 
Top Notch 
c;?he Safety and Security 
LJ department named Johnny 
Jones and Mark Mantarro 
officers of the quarter. 
Mantarro and Jones had their 
names engraved on plaques that 
will remain on display at the 
FCC and HOC Security offices, 
and they were each awarded with 
gift certificates and mantel 
clocks that had their names 
engraved on them. 
in April at the First Coast Champi­
onship where he moved to the light­
weight class title . . 
So, what's next for the champ? 
"I'm taking a year off from 
competition just to train," said 
Jackson. "I've worked my way up 
from a level-one contest to qualify 
for Mr. Florida; I plan to enter that 
next year. 
"I'd also like to win national 
and U.S.A. championships, 
compete in the Olympics -­
bodybuilding should be an official 
Olympics competition in 1 996 -­
and then tum pro," says Jackson. 
"It's really going to be a lot of 
hard work, but if I keep growing 
like I am, then I think I can make 
it in two to three years. I'm dedi­
cated -- really dedicated." ■ 
(L-R) Mark Mantarro, Security officer for FCC, and Johnny 
Jones, senior Security officer for HOC, are congratulated by Bill 
Bland, manager of Safety and Security. 
Selection for the awards was based on 
performance and a helpful spirit with an empha­
sis on customer service. Officers earned extra 
points if they offered improvement suggestions 
on current Safety and Security procedures.■ 
expected to respond to their needs 
by providing courteous service, by 
solving problems and by offering 
education on Medicare issues. 
Providers 
Hospitals, physicians and 
other Medicare service suppliers 
primarily are interested in reim­
bursement for services they 
provide to Medicare beneficiar­
ies. Because Medicare usually 
represents a sizeable portion of 
their total business, they're very 
concerned about timeliness, 
accuracy and consistency of 
payments. 
Significant change 
affects physicians 
The Omnibus Reconciliation 
Act of 1989 (OBRA89) required 
that the physician reimbursement 
system based on actual, custom­
ary and prevailing charges be sig­
nificantly modified. A resource 
based relative value scale 
(RBRVS) would take its place, 
with a shift from expensive 
procedures performed by special­
ists to evaluation and patient 
management services by inter­
nists and family practitioners. 
A system of targets for future 
projections of spending, known as 
Medicare Volume Performance 
Standards, also was included. 
The third provision limits 
beneficiary out-of-pocket ex­
penses. The RB RVS provision 
was designed to be budget neutral ,  
with the savings to be achieved 
through the volume performance 
standards. 
The proposed physician 
payment reform takes effect 
January 1 ,  1992. It will cost 
Medicare contractors $35 million 
to implement the reform. 
A hot issue for all 
In the meantime, physician 
groups are furiously lobbying the 
White House, Congress and the 
Physician Payment Assessment 
Commission to make sure "re­
form" doesn't mean more cuts to 
their levels of reimbursement. 
We expect this issue to be 
increasingly significant -- both to 
our government programs area 
and to our Private Business 
operations. 
The bottom line 
Basically, beneficiaries, pro­
viders and suppliers expect the 
same kind of service our Private 
Business customers expect. 
They want good levels of 
service, timely and accurate 
payment of their claims, and clear, 
easy to understand explanations to 
their questions about Medicare. 
The challenge for Blue Cri 
and Blue Shield of Florida is to 
satisfy the various needs of the 
who are most affected by Med 
care -- the government itself, tl 
health care providers, and the 
beneficiaries for whom the 
program is designed. ■ 
Med icare : The B ig P ictu re 
The disabled population �rved by Medicare represents pproximately 10 percent of the >tal population of Medicare bene­tCiaries. Florida has more than 2.3 ti.Ilion Medicare beneficiaries, r about 6. 7 percent of the total ational beneficiary population. 
Beneficiaries are able to influ­ence the program through contact with the media, advocacy groups and their elected officials. In 1988, for example, when Congress passed legislation that added benefits to cover catastrophic care, beneficiaries were quite vocal in their opposition. Their 
Medicare At 25 
Most Americans turn ing 65 today have a hard tim e  remembering 
America before Med icare. For those who have them , the memo­
ries are often painfu l -- of poor, old people without health insur­
ance reduced to searching for free or discounted care , of m iddle­
income retirees paying often exhorbitant prem iums to get health 
coverage and peace of mind ,  of widows left v irtual ly penni less by 
the care of thei r term inally i l l  spouses; of even wel l-off seniors 
dependent on the wi l l i ngness of former employers to continue 
the i r  i nsurance. 
On July 30 , 1 965, President Lyndon B.  Johnson s igned the 
Social Security Act Amendments of 1 965, starti ng an era of 
unprecedented improvement to the del ivery of health care to the 
elderly and a lmost un l im ited growth in U .S .  spend ing on -- and 
overs ight of -- doctors and hospital care . With former President 
Harry S. Truman at his side, Johnson said , "No longer wi l l  older 
Americans be den ied the heal i ng m iracle of modern medici ne." In 
the past 25 years, U .S .  health care and elderly Americans' health 
and qual ity of l ife have changed dramatical ly. 
Medicare's goals, Johnson said , were simple: To erase 
economic barriers to care , to keep i l lness from destroying an 
elderly person's savings, and to ease the burden on fam i l ies im­
poverished by the cost of  caring for  an ag ing relative . 
Medicare has become part of the American social fabric, 
entwined with Soc ial Security and Medicaid to shield the elderly. 
To a large extent, Johnson's goals have been met. Despite 
shortcom ings, most observers agree that Med icare has been an 
overwhelm ing success. Along the way, the program affected not 
only beneficiaries, but also providers and the government itself, 
wh ich is now the nation's major health insurers and main pur­
chaser of health services. 
Source : Medicine & Health, "Perspectives,"  August, 1 990. 
efforts led to the repeal of the Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act a year later, in December, 1989. 
Who pays? Elderly Americans, regard­less of their incomes, now pay 25 percent of the program's costs; the rest is financed through general revenues. Households headed by an elderly person spent 12.5 percent of their after-tax income on health care in 1988, up from 7.8 percent in 1972-1973. 
What's up, Doc? There is good news for Medicare beneficiaries. As of September 1, 1990, doctors and medical equipment suppliers are required to submit all Medicare insurance forms for their Medi­care patients. (The American Medical As­sociation asked Congress to rescind the provision, but it had strong support from senior citizen's associations, and so remains in effect.) Now that physicians are required to file forms for their patients, we expect patient reimbursement to increase by about $ 100 million. Some elderly patients never submitted claims, possibly because the forms were too complex and hard to under­stand. Beneficiaries expect timely payment of their claims, but they also need help understanding the Medicare program. We are 
On The 
B all 
By Kathy Harper, 
Public Relations Intern 
Charity basketball event 
is a winner for 
underpriveleged kids. 
(l_(/aving a good time and 
{Ji) helping out a good cause can go hand in hand -- and hoop to hoop. Fourteen BCBSF employ­ees who are part of a company­sponsored basketball team recently participated in a charity basketball event sponsored by the 
O ur victorious basketball team players -- (left photo, L-R): Reginald 
Rivers, Joseph Glover, Rick Sapp, Michael Sutton, Sam 
Stansell. Below: (front , L-R): Darryl Smith, Mike Lewis, Doug 
Brown, Adrian Washington. (Back row, L-R): Robert Owens, 
game between former Jackson­ville University and University of Florida players. The BCBSF team won their two-hour game against Conti­nental Cablevision and helped raise $ 13,000 for charity. 
"This is our third year playing in this event," says BCBSF employee Darryl Smith, Senior EDP Auditor. "It makes for a fun weekend, and it's for a really good cause." ■ 
It's The Yankees, Y'all 
The Southern Region goes to 
bat for the community. 
Otis Smith Foundation. The event raised money for a drug education @ aseball fans walked, drove, program for underpriveleged kids. (9/ swam and flew to Fort Lau-
The special game was organ­ized by Shelly Spivack, Pattey 
Pate, Jacquie Frink, Stuart 
Baumel, Fermin Gonzalez, 
Bobbie Huffman and Sandy 
Murgatroyd to raise awareness of various community and service organizations. The games were played at Jacksonville University, alma mater for Smith, who now plays for the Orlando Magic. "Smith set up this foundation to give something back to the commu­nity," said Andy Jacobs, execu­tive director of the foundation. Culminating the four-day event was an alumni basketball 
derdale's Yankee Stadium when the St. Lucie Mets came to town for an evening of baseball fun. BCBSF's Southern Region employees and 3,500 local residents enjoyed nine innings of the great American past time, complete with a rendition of the Star Spangled Banner, sung by BCBSF employee Diana Smith. 
J.J. Darington, the March of Dimes poster child, threw the traditional first pitch to get the game started. Although the St. Lucie Mets earned 5 runs to the Fort Lauderdale Yankees' 4, the final score was: fun for every­one! ■ 
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT 
Shining 
Spirit 
By Marni Berger, 
Public Relations Intern 
@ am Stubbs takes her community 
/.; involvement seriously. 
Very seriously. 
For the past four years, Stubbs has 
coordinated BCBSFs participation in 
the annual March 
of Dimes Walk­
America walk­
athons. 
Away from 
work, she volun­
teers for the Girl 
Scouts , the Easter 
Seals and the 
Duval County 
Public School 
System. 
Pam Stubbs 
She's also an 
American Red 
!]$} 
Cross volunteer, teaching water safety, 
canoeing, cardiopulmonary resuscitation 
and first aid. 
Helping others is very important to 
Stubbs, which may explain her job at 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield -- she's a 
customer service representative for 
Senior Market Operations Inquiries. 
Stubbs thinks it's vital for indi­
viduals and companies to get involved 
in the community. She's especially 
pleased that BCBSF is a corporate 
sponsor of the March of Dimes, which 
helps raise money to fight birth defects . 
"The children are our future, so we have 
to help them now as much as we can," 
says Stubbs. ■ 
Walkathon A wards 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida was recog­
nized by the March of Dimes for participating in their 
199 1  WalkAmerica walkathons, held around the state in 
March and April. 
The company won several awards, including a 
corporate sponsor award; one for Best Campaign Por­
trayal in the T-shirt contest (for a shirt Pam Stubbs de­
signed); a silver award for outstanding contribution; and a 
first place award for the most participation from employ­
ees. 
Additionally, Nithya Desikan, daughter of BCBSF 
employee Chandra Desikan, was recognized by the 
March of Dimes for raising the most money in the 1 8  
years or younger category. 
Just Rewards 
By Virginia Crawford I ~rie>j 
' · 
/6 dna Kulbe and Marie 
(0 Smith have worked a total 
of 55 years for BCBSF. For 
their dedication, they finally 
received their much deserved 
reward -- retirement! 
Kulbe, who worked 1 6  
years i n  Purchasing and 1 9  
years in Finance, i s  thought of 
as "a fixed asset that does not 
depreciate," said Carol 
Bescript, Accounts Payable 
supervisor. "We're really going 
to miss her." 
L-R: Debbie Martin; retiree Marie 
Smith; Rosalind Sandell, and Ken 
Thurston, director of Corporate Accounting. 
Smith, a benefits adminis­
trator, retired after 20 years 
with the company, "Marie is a 
very caring person, and i t  was 
reflected in her work," said 
Rosalind Sandell, Payroll 
supervisor. "She took her work 
personally and would always 
go the extra mile for BCBSF."■ 
Edna Kulbe (seated), with Carol 
Bescript and Debbie Martin, manager of Cash Receipts and Disbursements. 
Office of 
Management and Budget 
The 0MB is the Administra­
tion's budgeting office. It has 
approval power over the level of 
department funding -- reflected 
in the President's budget that is 
submitted to Congress . 
General Accounting Office 
The GAO is the investigative 
arm of Congress. It helps Con­
gress meet its oversight responsi­
bilities. The GAO conducts 
onsite monitoring activities 
within federal agencies, and it 
conducts special studies at the 
request of individual members 
and committees of Congress and 
issues reports on its studies and 
investigations. 
2. The Users: 
Beneficiaries and 
Providers 
Beneficiaries and health care 
providers are customers who 
ultimately receive the benefits of 
the program in the form of 
payments for medical services. 
Their expectations, concerns 
and attitudes about Medicare are 
very important to those who ad­
minister the Medicare program. 
Beneficiaries 
The beneficiary population 
served by Medicare continues to 
grow at dramatic levels -- in two 
dramatic ways: there are more of 
them, and their life expectancy is 
longer than ever before. 
In 1967, there were 19.5 
million beneficiaries nationally. 
In 1990, there were more than 34 
million 
Med icare M i lestones 
Medicare has seen sign ificant changes since 1 965, in  the 
form of laws passed either to expand benefits or re in  i n  costs . 
Some high l ights : 
• 1 965 : President Lyndon 8 .  Johnson signs the Social 
Security Act Amendments of 1 965, including Medicare and 
Medicaid ,  in Independence, MO. Former President Harry 
Truman is at h is side and gets the fi rst Medicare card . 
• 1 966 : Med icare program beg ins. Benefits start Ju ly 1 .  
• 1 972: Cost concerns spur enactment of the Social 
Security Act Amendments of 1 972 that include l im i ts on 
hospital room and board payments ,  Professional Standards 
Review Organ izations and a Medicare Economic Index. 
Congress adds the d isabled to Med icare's ro l ls and creates 
the End-Stage Renal Disease program , provid ing automatic 
Medicare benefits for any American with kidney fai lu re, and 
l im i ts the annual increase in  Medicare's Part B prem ium . 
• 1 982 : The Tax Equ ity & Fiscal Responsibil ity Act of 
1 982 extends 1 972 l im its to anci l lary services , l ets Medicare 
sign risk contracts with health maintenance organ izations and 
other competitive n:,edical plans, and replaces PRSOs with 
Peer Review Organizations. Medicare coverage of hospice 
care is added. 
• 1 983 : Congress replaces 1 972 l imits with a new prospec­
tive pricing system based on d iagnosis re lated g roups 
(DRGs) ; system begins in October. 
• 1 988 : Benefits are expanded to cover catastrophic care 
costs. Lawmakers add a host of add itional benefits , inc lud ing 
prescription d rug coverage, adding another $5 b i l l ion to 
annual Medicare .tab. Beneficiaries wi l l  foot the bi l l .  
• 1 989 : An  uproar over catastroph ic's cost leads to  its 
repeal .  Later in the year, Congress enacts a new national fee 
schedule for physic ians based on a new re lative value scale 
created by Harvard Un iversity. A new volume performance 
standard is added to curb overal l expend iture for physician 
care . 
Source : Medicine & Health, "Perspectives," August, 1 990. 
• • •  because we care about your opinion. Let us know 
how you feel about the Medicare features in this issue. Tell 
us what you would like to read about in future articles. 
To let us know, just answer the questions on the third 
and fourth pages of this insert, and return it to the address 
indicated on the back. 
Reader Survey Card 
Name (optional): _____________ Extension (optional) : ____ _ 
Division: _______________ _ Position:. _____________ _ 
1) This issue featured Medicare; what kind of information would you like 
to see included in future issues? 
2) Was there any Medicare information you did not understand? 
YES □ NO
D 
If so, what? _______________________ _ 
3) After reading this issue, do you better understand: 
4) 
a. Medicare? YES D 
b. our role in Medicare? 
YES□ 
NO D 
NOD 
SOMEWHAT□ 
SOMEWHAT□ 
c. why we want to remain a Medicare contractor? 
YES□ NOD SOMEWHAT□ 
d. our business goals related to Medicare? 
YES□ NO D SOMEWHAT□ 
What other aspects of Medicare would you like to know about? 
Please return through interoffice mail to: Profile, RHOC, 3C 
Want To Voice Your Opinion? 
We'll Listen ... 
Med icare :  The B ig P ictu re 
Congress 
Congress is responsible for 
taping Medicare policy and 
·ogram design, and for develop­
g and approving program costs 
1d contractor funding levels. 
he Congressional branch can 
1act or repeal laws that affect 
l the players in the Medicare 
·ogram, including HCF A, 
mtractors, providers and bene­
;;iaries. 
Behind the scenes 
In Florida, the elderly are a 
rong constituency, so Medicare 
sues are of particular interest to 
e Florida delegation. 
The federal deficit and the 
1iraling costs of health care have 
led to increased scrutiny of the 
Medicare program. Congress is 
becoming more involved in the ad­
ministrative aspects of the 
program as it looks for ways to 
cut costs without sacrificing 
quality or access to care. 
A new role for BCBSF 
Increasingly, Congress looks 
to the Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield Association and to other 
contractors for recommendations 
about the program. 
BCBSF sees a real opportu­
nity to influence the direction of 
Medicare. One way we take 
advantage of this opportunity is by 
establishing and maintaining 
strong, supportive relationships 
Medicare Leg is lat ion 
(Listed chronolog ical ly) 
• OBRA 80 -- Omnibus Budget Reconci l iation Act of 1 980, 
enacted December 5 ,  1 980. 
• TEFRA -- Tax Equ ity and Fiscal Responsibi l ity Act of 1 982, 
enacted September 3, 1 982. 
• DEFRA -- Deficit Reduction Act of 1 984, enacted Ju ly 1 8 , 
1 984 . 
• COBRA -- Consol idated Om nibus Reconci l iati on Act of 1 986, 
enacted October 2 1 , 1 986. 
• OBRA 87 -- Omn ibus Reconci l iation Act of 1 987, enacted 
December 2 1 , 1 987. 
• MCCA -- Med icare Catastrophic Coverage Act of 1 988, 
enacted July 1 ,  1 988. Repealed December 1 3 , 1 989. 
• OBRA 89 -- Omn ibus Reconci l iation Act of 1 989, enacted 
December, 1 989. 
• OBRA 90 -- Omnibus Budget Reconci l iation Act of 1 990, 
enacted November 3 ,  1 990. 
Source : Medicine & Health, "Perspectives,"  August, 1 990. 
with the Congressional delegation. 
Because they play a key role in 
determining a contractor's success, 
we try to communicate regularly 
and effectively with them. 
Congress's expectations 
What Congress expects from 
its contractors is: 
• Satisfied beneficiaries; 
• Satisfied providers, including 
hospitals, physicians and suppliers; 
• A cost-efficient program; 
• Effective relationships with 
Congressional offices; 
• Proposed solutions to health care 
problems. 
Other Government Entities 
There are other government 
entities whose actions may place 
demands on Medicare contractors. 
While we don't maintain an ongoing 
relationship with these entities, they 
may influence our other customers, 
and we do occasionally have 
interaction with them. They are the 
Office of Inspector General (OIG), 
the Office of Management and 
Budget (0MB) and the General 
Accounting Office (GAO). 
Office of Inspector General 
The OIG oversees the Health 
Care Financing Administration, 
which runs the Medicare program. 
The OIG also has increased its 
investigation of Medicare fraud and 
abuse. It monitors hospitals and 
physicians who are suspected of 
fraudulent and abusive practices. 
A Good 
Example 
By Laura Castro 
More employees are "caught 
doing something right." 
c(f'wenty-two employees 
LJ "caught doing something right" 
were recognized for their outstand­
ing customer service at a luncheon 
held in their honor. 
The guest speaker was Tom 
Dunn, vice president of National/ 
Corporate Operations. He inspired 
the group by sharing his feelings 
toward and commitment to cus­
tomer service. Tom congratulated 
the award winners and reminded all 
of those who attended that commit­
ment and sometimes sacrifice are 
essential elements in delivering 
superior customer service. 
Susan Porter of Organiza­
tional Training and Development 
was mistress of ceremonies. She 
shared several quotations from 
famous individuals who set good 
examples. Among them were the 
words of Benjamin Franklin, who 
said, "A good example is the best 
sermon." Porter thanked the award 
winners for setting such good 
examples for the organization by 
their performances. 
Additional highlights from the 
luncheon included the unveiling of 
the new service awards banner to 
honor all awards winners. 
Laura Castro, Tammy Yale 
and Mary Willey coordinated the 
luncheon. ■ 
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Button award winners were (seated, L-R): Tenley Terrell, Nancy Johnson, Tammy Peacock, Mazalia McWhite, Linda Wilcher. (Standing, L-R): 
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Cheryl lsz.ard, Lori Baugh, Janet Jackson, Joyce Campbell, Pam Klemm, Shirley Wilkinson, Annette Samuels, Pat Chapacharis, Janet Morris, Carolyn Crisp, Mark Poleski, Terry McCormick, Donna Stanley, Clay Mizell, Renee Biggins. 
Bob Graham 
Visits BCBSF 
by Virginia Crawford 
� enator Bob Graham recently 
i9) came to Jacksonville to meet 
with the Young Friends of Bob 
Graham -- a group formed to rec­
ognize a generation of younger 
community leaders in Florida. 
The meeting, which was co­
ordinated by Mark McGowan, 
··•· · 
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BCBSF associate counsel, and 
held at BCBSF's Riverside 
Home Office Complex, was 
designed to identify and discuss 
key issues in the community, 
state, nation and world. 
McGowan and Jeff Wollitz, 
Government Relations represen­
tative, greeted the senator on 
behalf of the company. ■ 
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FOR YOUR BENEFIT 
Questions About Health Insurance 
By Sandra Harrison 
Many of you have visited the Employee Benefits department with ques­
tions about health insurance. The questions most often asked are: 
When can I change my health insurance options? 
You can only change the type of health insurance you want during the 
annual Open Enrollment, which occurs in the fourth quarter for a January 
1 effective date. 
When can I change the type of coverage l have? 
Ordinarily, you would only be able to change from a single to family or 
family to single during the Open Enrollment period during the fourth 
quarter. However, if you have experienced a qualified life change event 
recognized by the Internal Revenue Service, you may be able to change 
coverage during the plan year to add or delete covered dependents. 
What is a qualified life change event? 
Qualified life changes include: • marriage • divorce • birth/adoption • 
death • disability • children no longer eligible • change in spouse's job • 
termination of employment. 
Of course, the request to change coverage must be consistent with the 
life change event. For example, if you have a baby, you could increase 
coverage, but you can't reduce coverage. 
How soon after a qualified life change event must I request the 
change? 
In most cases , you must request a change in coverage within 30 days after 
the event. For newborns, some special rules apply. Employees with single 
coverage under Preferred Patient Care who are expecting a baby must 
change to family coverage thirty 10 sixty days prior 10 the baby's birth. 
Everyone changing from single to family coverage (including those who 
have PPC and those who already have family coverage) must complete a 
status change request form within thirty days of the birth date to add the 
newborn to the policy. 
What documentation is required? 
For marriage, divorce, birth, adoption or death, the appropriate certificate 
or decree is required. For other types of qualified life change events, we 
request that you contact the Employee Benefits Department. 
For more information, please contact Compensation and Benefits at 
(904) 791-6923 at the Riverside Home Office Complex or (904) 363-
4624 at Freedom Commerce Centre. 
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lN THE SPOTLIGHT 
Service 
Anniversaries 
The following individuals, with 
their job title and location noted, 
celebrated anniversaries in June: 
S years 
Teri L. Allen, Corres Representa­
tive B, HOC ... Gregory J. 
Apthorp, Corres Representative B, 
HOC .. .  Lavonda M. Austin, Claims 
Examiner B, HOC . . .  Khesahn L. 
Barker, Customer Service Rep B, 
HOC .. . Carol L. Benton, Corres 
Representative B, SWD .. James W. 
Brown, Claims Examiner A, 
HOC .. .  Robert E. Carson, Corres 
Representative B, HOC ... Katrina 
P. Clayton, Corres Representative 
B, HOC ... L. Roger Crews, 
Manager Sales, FIL ... Patricia G. 
Effier Dearing, Corres Representa­
tive B, HOC ... Rita Herbert, Med 
Service Representative HMO, MIA ... Robert K. James, Senior 
Operations Analyst, RIV . . . Amelia 
A. Jaskinski, Customer Service 
Rep B, FC2 ... Mary M. Johnson, 
Corres Representative B, 
HOC .. .  Karla L. Kelsey, Claims 
Service Rep II, FCl . ..Robin J. 
King, Sect Leader Tech Spec, 
HOC .. .  Carol D. Levy, Claims 
Examiner B ,  HOC .. .  Barbara A. 
Marshall, Claims Service Rep III, 
FCl . ..Joan B. Moses, Individual 
Benefit Coordinator, JXM 
10 years 
Mark E. Blews, Manager Major 
Accounts Public, FIL ... Elaine A. 
Buettner, Customer Service Rep B, 
T AM ... Eleanor E. Collins, 
Medical Underwriting Examiner, 
FC2 . . .  
/41 s a Government Programs 
j=iJ contractor, we serve several 
customers -- customers with dif­
ferent and often conflicting 
needs and with varying degrees 
of influence. 
We've classified our custom­
ers into four basic groups :  
• The buyer (the Federal Govern­
ment) ; 
• The users (beneficiaries, 
providers) ;  
• The change agents (advocate 
groups, associations and the 
media); 
• Other plans and contractors. 
1. THE BUYER 
The Federal Government is the 
major buyer. There are three key 
players in the government that 
affect the program -- the Health 
Care Financing Association 
(HCF A), Congress and other 
government agencies. 
Let's look at the role each 
one plays. 
Health Care 
Financing Administration 
HCFA is an agency of the 
Department of Health and 
Human Services. HCFA estab­
lishes operating policies and 
procedures, determines funding 
levels, establishes contractor 
performance and price expecta­
tions, and selects those organiza­
tions that it thinks will effec­
tively and efficiently serve the 
Medicare program. 
Who's in charge 
Gail Wilensky, Ph.D, is the 
administrator of HCFA. Her goal 
is to improve the regulatory 
process that affects payments 
and procedures. She also co-
chairs a task force that is study­
ing skyrocketing health care 
costs and the problems of the 
uninsured. 
HCF A's changing role 
HCFA now sees itself as 
having the expertise, technology 
and management ability to 
operate Medicare without 
depending on contractors to the 
same degree it once did. 
HCFA makes demands on 
contractors, knowing it has alter­
natives if they don't deliver. 
HCFA will continue to exert 
pressure on contractors to do 
more for less money. 
HCF A's expectations 
HCFA measures a contrac­
tor's performance through the 
Contractor Performance Evalu­
ation Program (CPEP). Contrac-
tors are rated on their quality, 
timeliness and price, and then a 
ranked according to their overal 
performance. If their performan 
falls below HCFA standard lev, 
over a two-year period, they ris: 
losing the Medicare contract. 
HCFA standards are quite 
specific. Overall ,  it expects : 
• Strong CPEP performance; 
• Low administrative cost; 
• Participation in regional proc­
essing; 
• A proactive approach to pro­
gram enhancements ; 
• Flexible, timely response to 
changes, including: clear comm 
nication with providers and 
beneficiaries ; implementation o 
the new Physician Payment 
Reform initiative (more about 
this later); and coordinated care 
Medicare Basics 
What is Med icare? 
Medicare is a Federal health insurance program for people age 
65 and over. It also provides health insurance coverage for 
certai n d isabled people .  It is run by the Health Care Financing 
Admin istration of the Un ited States Department of Health and 
Human Services . There are two parts to the program , Med icare 
A and B. 
What's the d ifference between Med icare A and Med icare B?  
Medicare A i s  hospital i nsurance, or what we  call provider 
insurance. It helps pay for inpatient hospital care , some inpa­
tient care in a ski l led nursing faci l ity, home health care and 
hospice care . 
Medicare B pays for the doctor's services, for outpatient 
hospital services, durable med ical equ ipment and other med ical 
services and suppl ies that aren't covered by Med icare A .  
What role does B lue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida play 
in the Med icare program? 
We admin ister the program and process a l l  the claims for 
Medicare beneficiaries i n  the state of Florida ; we've done this 
since the program began in  1 966. 
Medicare: 
The Big Picture 
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�, 1 · · . . excess of �2 million Part B claims and 3.5 
\��� m1ll 1on Part A claims annually. ' 
The company has grown to become the 
largest, single-state contractor in the Medicare Part B pro­
gram. Last year alone, we administered more than $5 
billion in health care benefit payments on behalf of the 
Medicare program. 
Numbers like these point to the significance of the pro­
gram for our entire company. To help you understand 
more about Medicare and the role we play in this national 
program, we will be presenting a series of informative 
articles in the next few issues of Profile. We'll begin with 
an overview of Medicare -- who's involved, what their role 
is, and how they affect the program. 
Gary L. Gonyea, Sr Systems Analyst, FC2 . . .  Deborah M. 
Jackson, Mgr Project/Contract Comp, GIL . . .  Helen A. Jenkins, Claims Service Rep IV, FC 1 . .. 
Janet E. Miller, Customer Service Rep B, GIL .. . Maureen L. Moore, Supv Claims & Cust Service, FC2 .. . 
Silvia Sorondo, Auditor IV, MIP .. . 
Thomas W. Stanley, Jr., Vice President Legal Affairs, HOC .. .  
Todd 0. Torgersen, Marketing Director I, PEN ... Magdalena B. 
Villanueva, Claims Examiner B, 
HOC .. . Patricia W. Washington, Customer Service Rep B, FC2 . . .  
Ralph H. Whitmore, Account Executive, PEN 
15 years 
Stanka Beljic, Claims Service Rep IV, FC2 .. .  W. Travis Bullard, Mgr Communications Medicare B, HOC . . .  Diane Carrigg, Operation Analyst II, HOC ... Geraldine 
Herring, Control Clerk C, FC2 . . .  
Robert L. Lacy , Print Shop Opera­tor A, HOC .. .  Brenda E. Lee, Claims Examiner B, JMA ... 
Andrew J. Lockerman m, Claims Examiner B, HOC .. .  Jose C. 
Rutaquio, Jr., Quality Anlst QC & Analy PBO, FC I ... Janice Self, Executive Secretary A, FC2 . . .  
Shirley A. Troutman, Secretary B, 
FC2 . . .  Clara M. Williams, Corre­spondence Rep A, FC2 . . .  Sarah J. Williams, Data Entry Operator, HOC . . . Mary A. Zingaro, Opera­tion Analyst II, HOC 
20 years 
Patricia B. Cash, Customer Service Rep C, HOC .. .  Barbara J. 
DeHaan, Field Group Specialist, 
TAM ... Mary E. Smith, Coding Clerk, GIL 
25 years 
Joyce L. Bowman, Manager Special Inquiries, HOC...Lillian J. 
Collins, Systems Analyst II, HOC 
30 years 
Patricia A. Trock, Section Leader 
V, HOC 
New 
Employees 
We welcome the following new 
employees -- hired through May 
15 and noted by their job title and 
location -- to Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of Florida: 
Alberta L. Adkison, Claims Examiner B, MIA. .. Shirley J. 
Altman, Image Entry Operator, 
HOC ... Katherine A. Baker, Image Entry Operator, HOC ... James E. 
Bolinger, Safety & Security trainee, HOC .. .  Mary A. Brown, Claims Examiner B, HOC ... James 
W. Clark, Clerk B, HOC ... Denise 
S. Clements, Word Processing Operator, Medicare B, HOC .. .  
Joseph T. Cothern Jr., Clerk B, HOC . . .  Brenda J. Dennie, Image Entry Operator, HOC .. .  Thomasena 
Y. Denson, Customer Service Rep B, FCI ... Sharon Dorsey, Recep­tionist, HOC ... Vanessa R. Foster, 
. . . Susan M. Gladora, Medical Analyst RN, HOC ... James F. 
Graham, Customer Service Rep B, FCI . .. Cynthia C. Griner, Image Entry Operator, HOC .. . Chantal J. 
Harrington, Assistant Counsel, HOC .. .  Marjorie K. Harris, Data Entry Operator, FC2, Susan E. 
Henson, Field Service Representa­tive, GNV .. . Hollie M. Hicks, Secretary A, HOC ... 
Matthew R. Huffman, Safety & Security trainee, HOC .. .  
Audrey Buie Hurdle, Claims Examiner B, HOC... Lascelles 
James, Customer Service Rep B, FCI . .. Darleen A. Johnson, Clerk B, HOC ... Gary M. Johnson, Control Clerk A, HOC ... Anton M. 
Kronenburg, Risk Management Analyst. HOC ... Donna C. 
Lawson, Claims Examiner B, HOC ... 
Sandra A. Lowder, File Clerk, FC2 . . .  Patrick M. Mahone, Control Clerk A, HOC ... Mary L. Martin, Control Clerk A, HOC ... Tonya R. 
Mobley, Research Clerk A, FC2 . . . 
Sandra M. Mullis, Clerk B, HOC .. . 
Linda M. Munoz-Rodriquez, Certification Nurse HOSP, MIA ... 
Daphne L. Neill, Customer Service Rep B, HOC .. .  Melissa R. 
O'Connor, Claims Service Rep Trainee, FC2... Kathleen J. 
O'Hare, Claims Service Rep II, FC2. .. Linnette R. Pflepsen, Mail Evaluator, HOC, Patricia J. 
Plummer, Secretary A, FCl . .. 
Minnie W. Ramos, Control Clerk A, SWD .. .  Corinne M. Robinson, Claims Service Rep Trainee, FCl .. . 
Maria G. Rodriguez, Clerk C, HOC... Bonnie S. Ruise, Image Entry Operator, HOC .. .  Wayne R. 
Runnels, Medical Analyst RN, HOC... Deborah H. Rustmann, Medical Review Analyst RN, FCI .. .  
Michael L. Smith, Technical Analyst II, HOC ... Helen D. 
Taylor, Customer Service Rep B, FCl . .. David L. Teitelman, HOC .. .  
Cynthia A. Thelen, Methods Analyst Senior, FCl ... Allison S. 
Vines, . . . Alan D. Voss, Statistical Research Analyst, GIL . . .  J oho R. Warner, Safety & Security Trainee, HOC .. .  Jennifer J. Watkins, Clerk B, HOC... Lucy A. Wing, Micrographics Product Clerk, HOC . . .  James D. Young, Clerk B, HOC 
�l] 
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ARA Dining News 
n r:\/J e'd like to introduce you to 
\!J\Y the ARA Dining Services staff members. Tammie 
Burnsed, Corporate Liaison for BCBSF and ARA, has conducted two-way commu­nications meetings with the ARA Dining Services staff to provide orientation on BCBSF (who we are and what we do); our definition of "Supe­rior Customer Service," and our expectations of service from ARA. The Dining Service Im­provement Team members are working to make ARA staff a part of the BCBSF family to ensure quality and service to our employees and customers. 
At Freedom Commerce Centre (seated, front row, L-R): Linda Murray, Catering Director; Rich Simpson, Assistant Food Services Director; 
Andrea Russo, Food Service Director; Shirley Franklin, Unit Clerk. Standing, L-R: Carolyn Wilcox, Cashier; Johnnie Thomas, Grill; 
Damon Runyon, Vending; Dwayne Wooden, Utility; Faye Green, Cashier/Beverages; George Madison, Deli; Karen Isaacs, Cashier; 
Anthony Jones, Utility; Marvette Franklin, FC2 Cart; Gwen McKay, FC2 Cart; Glenda Rivera, Baker; Valdez Hall, Second Cook; Sheila 
Williams, Catering; Emmit Smith, Head Utility; Deborah Madison, Salads; Olivia Moxon, Line Server. 
At the Riverside Home Office Complex -- Kneeling, L-R: Jackie Deas, Assistant Cater­ing Director; Michael Stevens, Utility; Marie Hall, Second Cook; John Jackson, Catering; Helen Jenkins, Deli; JoAnna Solomon, Line Server; Josephine Rush, Head Cashier. Standing: Karen Morrill, Assistant Food Service director; Glenn Whit­
ten, Food Service Director; Sheryl Thomas, Food Service Supervisor; Wendy 
Phillips, Unit Clerk; Brenda Johnson, Dining Room Attendant; Karon Hills, Utility; 
Tommy Brown, Grill; Ben McNeely, Baker; Melanie Chalker, Cashier; Derwin 
Simmons, Beverage; Maria Famularo, Salad/Deli; Andre Dunbar, Salad Prep and Grill; Martha Snowden, Line Server; Lawrence Cash, Utility; Casandra Wishop, Cashier; Helen V. Lane, Head Cook. 
FROM THE ToP 
Committed To Medicare 
By Patricia A. Williams, 
Vice President of Medicare A and 
Chairman of the Government Programs Market Segment Team 
I] n 1966, the federal government introduced Medi­care to enhance health care for people age 65 and over and, later, to provide coverage for certain dis­abled people. Since Medicare began twenty­five years ago, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida has been involved with the program -­serving as an intermediary for Medicare Part A and as a carrier for Medicare Part B. The Medicare program has experienced tremendous change over the years in size, scope and complexity. As the Medicare pro­gram has changed, our Govern­ment Programs area has changed with it. Our commitment to the program also has changed. While we remain dedicated to serving the government and the public through our participation in the Medicare program, we also are mindful of the fact that issues such as national health insurance may lead to shifts in the role we play. For a variety of reasons, we must be prepared to adapt to future changes. Today, as a Medicare carrier and intermediary, BCBSF serves more than 2.3 million beneficiaries. Last year, we processed more than 42 million Part B claims and 3.5 million Part A claims -- and the numbers are growing. We are now the largest single-state contractor in the Medicare Part B program. 
Almost 2,000 BCBSF em­ployees work with the Medicare program, performing a variety of cb-allenging jobs -- processing claims and answering customer questions, interacting with doctors and hospitals, implementing and reforming Medicare payment policies, and analyzing Medicare payment data. Increasingly, Government Programs employees find them­selves responsible for more decision-making, more complete understanding of complex issues, and more efficiency in performing their jobs. Because the funding for the Medicare program is now more limited, it seems we must 
1 1  do more with less. 11 This reality calls for special levels of dedication and commit­ment from our employees and for the company as a whole. 
As we move into the futurf BCBSF will continue to work closely with the Health Care Fi ing Administration, which reg1 the Medicare program for the g ernment, to offer suggestions tJ may enhance and strengthen th, program. Because of our many of experience with administeri.J Medicare, we are uniquely posi tioned to influence the prograrr helping to ensure that it will cc to provide health care coverage those who need it.■ 
Editor's Note: To help you better understand the significance of the Medicare program -- to each of us -- as well as our role as one of its administrators, we will be presenting a series of articles in the next few issues of Profile. We will talk to employees in Government Programs who have lived through the changes. We'll look at some of the challenges involved in administering a pro­gram for the federal government, as well as some of the benefits. And we'll highlight the history of the program and make some pre­dictions for its future. We think this information will be useful and enlightening. Tel. us what you think by responding to the reader survey cards you'll find in each issue. 
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FEATURES 
� Medicare: The Big Picture As a Medicare contractor and intermediary, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida serves more than two million beneficiaries and processes more than 45 million claims annually. This month, we'll take an in-depth look at the Medicare program, the people it affects, and what it means for BCBSF. 
) Lance Blue Wants You ... The Market Research Department's new Competitor Intelligence Program is designed to give BCBSF an edge on the competition. 
DEPARTMENTS 
From The Top -- Pat Williams explains our commitment to the Medicare program. 
Employees Only -- Partners In Quality Change revamp the Wall of Fame recognition program; BCBSF earns more praise for its smoke-free stance; introducing our new Wellness Work Group. 
Florida Focus -- Utilization Management; Health Options Elect; Target Quality. 
In The Spotlight -- Pam Stubbs's shining spirit; Edna Kulbe and Marie Smith say goodbye; basketball, baseball and good times; Dexter Jackson pumps it up; Mark Mantarro and Johnny Jones are star performers; more employees are caught doing something right; Bob Graham pays a call; new employees and service anniversaries. 
PostScript -- Sinking into a sea of stress. 
SNAPSHOTS 
Career Corner -- How to manage your boss. 
Manager's Memo -- Dealing with five tough types. 
For Your Benefit -- Understanding your health insurance. 
ARA Dining News -- Meet the ARA staff. 
On The Cover: Lance Blue is the cartoon spokes­
person for t he Market Research Department's new 
Competito r I ntel l igence Prog ram. H is job is to en l ist 
ithe support and assistance of BCBSF employees 
around the state to provide i nformation  about our 
competitors.  
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Flunking 
The Stress 
Test 
By Rejeanne Davis Ashley 
0 ne of my co-workers attended a stress management class and brought me a booklet listing the physical and emotional signs of job stress, some of which are fatigue, tension headaches, irritability, hostil­ity, cold hands and feet, sweaty palms and abuse of substances. The good news is that I don't have sweaty palms, and I don't abuse any substances. (Addiction to Skittles is, fortunately, not a sign of job stress. )  The bad news is  that I exhibit all the other signs of job stress. This depresses me. What's worse, though, is that everyone around me is also a walk­ing, talking bundle of job stress indi­cators. This fact makes it difficult to follow the booklet's advice about re­ducing stress. It says "discuss any problems with your boss or co­workers -- there may be ways to solve them." Hah. Approaching your boss and co­workers in an attempt to reduce your level of stress is an act of bravery tantamount to driving the Los Ange­les freeway in broad daylight or or­dering quiche at a truck stop. 
PosTSCRIPT 
Everyone's just too busy to reduce stress. If we could in­crease time, we could reduce stress. A simple solution. Glad I thought of it. The booklet offers other useful advice. For example, it rec­ommends that you "adjust to your work environment by wearing proper clothing or equipment, and by following safety procedures." Normally, I'd agree with this, but after dealing with recent work demands, I've decided there is no clothing that is both safe and pro­fessionally appropriate in our cor­porate environment. I think the Banana Republic line of outer­wear comes closest, but can you imagine � the looks 
you'd get --dressed in computer­colored camouflage jacket and hip-high boots -- when you stepped into the elevator? The upside of clothing like this is that there would be no need to revisit the issue of elevator etiquette. People would scatter. . .  Speaking of which, the booklet also recommends exer­cise as a means of taming stress. "Pick an activity you enjoy, such as running, swimming or tennis, and stick with it." 
Well, I don't know about you, but the activities I enjoy have nothing to do with running, swim­ming or tennis. In this heat? Forget it. I work up a sweat just getting dressed in the morning. (Are pantyhose listed as a source of stress? I checked the booklet. They're not, but they should be.) The causes of job stress include your work environment, your job's demands, your expecta­tions and the people around you. I'd say that's a pretty comprehen­sive list. Is it 5:30 yet? I need to go home. Hmmm. There are a few loads of laundry. I forgot to wash the dishes. The cat needs to go to the vet. The house could stand a new paint job . . .  Maybe I'll just go to lunch. Apparently, stress is like cho­lesterol -- there is good stress and bad stress. But does good stress taste bad, like oat bran and tofu, and does bad stress taste good, like lobster and chocolate? Thinking about this is giving me a headache. I need Skittles. I used to worry about eating them, but then I realized they're fortified with Vitamin C. Maintain­ing adequate levels of Vitamin C is an important part of maintaining a well-balanced diet, which is an important factor in dealing with stress. It's true. It's in the booklet. I 
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7Ways To 
Ruin A Good Vacation 
Wear your best � 1, c· ( .5 -� 
jewelry. 
Tantalize thieves 
with an overstuffed 
purse. 
Stick your hotel 
keys in an outside 
pocket of your 
purse or suitcase r: --s;:: , :I J I 
where you-and 
anyone else-can 
find them easily. 
!IIIJ.13131!3.hi A message from the National Crime Prevention Council 
in partnership with ADT. 
Provided by: 
Wear a lost and 
bewildered look. 
Don't study your 
maps before you 
go. Wail till you're 
lost and in the 
middle of a busy 
street. 
Take lots of cash 
and stuff ii in your 
pocket-along with 
all your credit 
cards. 
Carry your plane 
tickets and pass­
port in full view of 
passers-by. 
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